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‘The idea fora book in which MAD contributors write about their favorite MAD articles was 
first suggested by longtime MAD editor Nick Meglin back in the 1980s. But for a reason that e 
escapes me at the moment, we just never pulled that book together. Wait, now I remember why. 
‘We went to lunch instead, 

Fast forward to January of this year, I was sitting in my office with MAD Art Director Sam 
Viviano along with Katie McHugh Malm and Megan Peariman from Time Home Entertainment. 
We were brainstorming ideas for a follow-up to Totally MAD, our inexplicably successful book 
of 2012. 

Sensing an opportunity to self-promote, I immediately jumped on Meglin’s idea and offered it 
up as my own. Everyone loved it! (A first for a Meglin idea, believe.) 

By the end of day, I had sent out emails to many of MAD's contributors, something to the effect 
of,*Pick your all-time favorite MAD article and write a short essay about it or you'll never work 
for MAD again! 

It was a strong threat, | know. While most of MAD's writers and artists claim they would love 
nothing better than to never work for the magazine again, in reality they keep coming back 
issue after issue after issue.They obviously love working for low rates and abusive editors. (We 

don’t call them “The Usual Gang of Idiots” for nothing.) 

‘Their essays started rolling in. 

But with little faith that the MAD contributors would come through with anything worthwhile, 

Lalso contacted LA-based writer/editor Vie Arkoff and asked for her help in getting a celebrity 
to write an essay for the book. figured one welkwritten essay by a big-name Hollywood star 
would counterbalance whatever questionable junk I received from MAD's contributors. Ever the 
overachiever, Vie didn’t get just one celebrity essay;she got 17. 

Suddenly, we had a book. 

Inside MAD offers a rare look into the twisted minds of the writers an 

produced the magazine for the past 61 years. would like to say it’ 
but unfortunately I can’t — I've read it. 

tists who haye 

illuminating and insightful, 

It’s now abundantly clear to me that a book featuring essays by MAD contributors was 
an ill-conceived project that never should have been greenit. Did I mention it was Meglin’s 
idea? 

Jobn Ficarra 
May 2013 



SPECIAL SUMMER “CAMP” ISSUE 

No. 
105 

Sept. 

66 

hy James Warhola 
ARTIST 

i discovered MAD in the 1960's when | was a very 

1 impressionable young lad of about seven. In our 
= household my mom forbade me from reading 

Dr. Seuss — thinking he was just too weird for my delicate brain — 
but with MAD she was okay. So to her | am grateful for making the 
right choice, because MAD certainly influenced my life's path. 

The old adage “One shouldn't judge a book by its cover" is 
WRONG! MAD delivered gut-wrenching humor, starting with its 
covers. They were over-the-top clever and brilliant. The Saturday 
Evening Post had Norman Rockwell but MAD had Rembrandt — 
‘or, | mean, Norman Mingo. Mingo found his niche at MAD in the 
1950's and helped shape its destiny. Being the veteran “old-school” 

OUR PRICE 

MAD #105/SEPTEMBER 1968 

illustrator that he was, he gave Alfred personality and portrayed 
him in bizarre situations that kids like myself could identify with. 
The purely visual covers enticed us to read on. May | say genius? 
Okay, yes, Mingo’s covers were pure genius! A big favorite that | 
distinctly remember was MAD #105, featuring Batman gagging 
at the sight of his trusty sidekick, who was none other than the 
imposter — "Robin E. Neuman.” What kid wouldn’t want to be 
Robin at the time? Alfred became our proud stand-in, thanks to 
Norman Mingo. 

Little did | know that | would hop on board with “The Usual 
Gang of Idiots” and have a crack at a few covers myself about 
20 years later. This was a dream come true, but wow — what an 
unbelievably high standard Mr. Mingo set for all cover artists. His 
covers are forever great inspirations to aspiring artists and will 
always reflect the American culture of a bygone era. 



MAD 

Magazine 

was the first 

and only 

magazine 

my dad ever 

received 
in the mail. 

y dad and I used to walk down to the Rexall Drug store 

on the corner by our house in SLC, Utah for fun. We would 

first buy an ice cream cone and then browse the magazine 

racks while eating, spilling ice cream all over the pages, leaving fingerprints 
‘on the covers, without a second thought, until one particular week when we 

ind there was a new sign:“NO BROWSING.” My dad complained 

to the clerk, who told us that people were no longer allowed to eat in their 

store, either. My dad got angry, and told me that we would never come back 
there again, as the owners were Anti-Semites (he also told me that Santa was 

an Anti-Semite too, and that’s why he never came to our house on Christmas). 

I remember that he then walked over and tore the subscription card out of 

acopy of MAD, without buying the magazine, because he was very cheap. 
But, he told me we were going to “subscribe” to it instead and that it would 

come to our home in the mail. It came to our mailbox sometime later,and my 

dad was quite proud of himself, as it was the first and only magazine he ever 
received in the mail. 

My dad explained the “satire” of MAD Magazine to me by proudly stating that 

it was the handiwork of Jews from New York, whose job it was to make fun 

of the ridiculous things in the world! I remember asking where New York 

was located, and if it was in the USA. He assured me that it was not foreign at 

all,and that Madison Avenue itself was a large hangout of the Jewish people. 
Twas astounded, as I recall, used to being the only Jewish student from the 
only Jewish family for miles and miles. 

Man, the idea that Jews could be something besides the occasional comedian 
on'TY, helpless victims, or just generally neurotic outcasts who avoided 
pork and athletics, planted a large seed in my brain. Making fun of everything 
seemed like the type of career I wanted; I just HAD to get to New York, 
somehow, someday! 

Well, I didn’t get there till I was famous, and while New York was pretty 

exciting, I don’t know if any of the perks that come with fame and fortune 
could rank up there with finally being the target of the genius MADmen who 
inflicted their maniacal magic on me and my TV show. I mean, working with 
brilliant actors and writers, ruling the airwaves on Wednesday nights, season 

after season, was a dream come true for that little working-class girl from 

Utah, but being thoroughly roasted by the wiseguys at MAD was something 
above and beyond. 

*Grossanne” was hilarious, in the tradition of the best of the MAD hatchet 
jobs on big TV shows, movies and anything else that needed a good poke in 
the ribs and the naked emperor treatment. I bought my dad dozens of copies 
and had it framed, too. My dad was very proud, though upset at what he 
called the “Anti-Semitic fat jokes” at my expense. I still have that issue on a 
wall in my house and it brings a grin every time I walk by. 

Well, MAD and [have turned 60 at about the same time and it’s my sincere 
wish that we continue to roll along, both MADLY in love with our mission 
to mock and scorn everything and everybody who needs it. Happy 60th 
Birthday, MAD, from one of your biggest fans ever! 



ROSEANNE © WILL EISNER © CUT-OUT BOOKMARKS 
SPY VS. SPY @ ACADEMY AWARDS © COCOON Il 

INN 
ARTIST: RICHARD WILLIAMS . MAD #287/JUNE 1989 
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KEEP GOING, CLOD/ 



THE FATS OF LIFE DEPT. 

So, you couldn't wait for the Writer’s Strike to be over so you 
could see the new senson’s television shows. Well now, don't you 

feel like the prize idiot, expecting the new programs fo be worth 
‘waiting for? However...among the bombs scatlered around your TV 
dial, one show seems fo stand out as a heavyweight hit. I's bout 
‘sarcastic women who keeps zinging her ith one-liners and... 
‘ow, hell, you've waited long enough as lore she is now... 

Beat up my They couldn't |[~ Oh, yeah? imagine Doctor, | |= Just Know Sorry, Dunce, but company policy prohibits Grossanne really |= Notrealy. | father? Big make this how much more think | many are you! what husbands and wives from working on the digs her husband That shows shows that too 
same construction jobs. Besides, what's and he really digs that much cholesterol help with my the go tobe ‘your wife Grossanne qualified to be? her! They each love most likely 

when | 1 think the other conquers affects one's 
A DEMOLITION BALL! is very appealing! all! eyesight! 

deal! My show more disgusting it need some there in We {want mother can disagreeable would be if 
beat up my orunpleasant they showed ‘emotional [= by father! father! itthey tried! || Grossanne nude!! problems! weight! grow up? 

ARTIST: MORTDRUCKER WRITER: STANHART 

— ss ; o ees — —_ WAI #2267 /SUNE 1088 
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I dont getitNobody | DR aoe. ‘Aw, stop being so smart-alecky! 
honey! Where else would a You hink you're 30 special can understand this kid 

chronic unemployable fever since you won the "Captain " when he talks, yet every tke you be”? Lou Albano Looklike Contest”! | YRS time he opens his mouth, 0! 

Toren 
the laugh track goes wild! 

i 
= 

You say my kid is developing =|_ Like who? What's wrong What's wrong ‘What's wrong 
anti-social attitudes? _—— with that? with that!? with that? 

Like you! Just 
Yes! He's very impressionable yesterday he in 
‘and he's being influenced by dissected a Math 
the wrong kind of person! frog in class! class?!? 

“y 

/ eS 
oS 

Fal) ||. 1] Y PAN QUAYLE 
i] Sie ARE 

| z) \———___ 

Dunce, Yeah, we | want to go That's the don’t want to go 
Im Me, too! could've toamarriage | [There's || problem! We Yeah, but we dancing! The last time 
a 1 think done better counselor to | | nothing used to be were younger! | | we did, you stepped on 

litte wechose | | than having talkabout || totale | | solovey-dovey! | | Remember, you | | my foot anditwas ina 
concerned | | thewrong | | them take oursexlife. | | about! took me dancing! | | cast for seven months! 

about role after The es L 
our models Garbage ey GEN LMT. oa 

children! for them, Pail Kids! “| 5 wean 
hie 
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‘So you say 
your sex 

life is 
not going 
very well? 

| think our marriage 
would be improved if 

everything wasn't 
such a mess around 

here! Like this 
kitchen! It's filthy! 

‘Mom, most kids want 
their parent's approval. 
So how come when | get, 
yours | start to worry?!?, 

You kids 
don't think 

that | 
love you? 

Yeah, but you said it was my 
Christmas present! And when 
you found out that anesthesia 
would cost extra, you said that 

No! 
was an early present for my 
birthday two months later! 



2 

Yeah, I think Don't you 
wish we 

had normal- 
looking, 

Hey, you little monsters, 
don't knock me! | got a 
real pretty face! If| 

lost a few pounds | could 
probably be a modell 

fora 
“Save the 
Whales” 
poster! 

we got 
areal 

problem 
here! 

Oh, yeah? 
What's 

‘our 
problem? 

How are we supposed to fill 
half an hour each week with 
stories about an unemployed 

construction worker and his wife 
who works in a plastics factory? 

tous?! 

Vdidn't say Hey, DDT, 
But Mom, 

it was fun for 
you, did 1?! 

your 
cutting 
remarks 
hurt us! 

mumble, 
mumble, mumble 

I wish you'd 
shut up! That 
augh track 

is driving 
me crazy! 

Mom, 
adoles- 
cence 

‘Yes! When | was 
your age, boys 

wouldn't even look 
at me! But later, | 
was very populi 
‘And when | grad 
uated, a lot of 

people wanted me! 

Yeah. She 
was a high 

draft choice 
for both the 
Green Bay 
Packers and 
the San Diego 
Chargers! 



You always told 

iit 

me that | was 
left on your 

doorstep by a 
passing Gypsy | | hygienists! That may be 
caravan. That's | | why you've turned out 
nottrue, is it? | | tobe such a dull child! 

No! They were actually 
a roving band of 
crazed dental 

‘thought 'm 
that getting 

parents tired of 
taught having to 
kids not understand 
totease! Mom 

all the 
time! 

D.D.T., thi You 
Isn'tit about isno laugh: fim think 

time she ing matter! Jil] Mom or 
understood us =i Dad will 
for a change? Hey, let's ‘come 

all run after 
‘mumble, mum ig away from us? 
ble, mumble home! 

It's from the children. They say 
they've had it with your sarcasm 

{ | andthe way you degrade us all! 
‘They've run away from home! 

Gee, when 
| think 

‘months, let's about the 
‘tify the police! kids, | 

Hey, what 
about 

dinner? 
Wilspoil! 

really 
miss them! 

Right! So 
now we 

know what 
we have 

Check the 
morgue and the 

hospitals. If 
we have no luck 
there, try my 

sister's house! 

Because we 
didyou | | wanttolive | | That's 

run inahome why 
away || where there’s || we 
from || more warmth | | came 

and kindness! 

‘Can we talk? At the Inaugural Ball, | 
took one look at Barbara Bush and now | 
know why she seems so at home in our 
‘nation’s capital. She looks like one of 

our founding fathers! Awk! Awk!It’s true! 

Joan Rivers may 
seem like a bitch 
to most people, 
but compared 
to you, she’s 

Mother Teresa! 

13 



WE GOT YOUR PENUMBRA DEPT. 

Who Knows What Evils Lurk In 

he Shadow Knows" is one of the greatest MAD features of all time — it’s clever and Shadow Knows" and it immediately blew my sleep-deprived, Pepsi-addled mind. At that age, | devoured comic strips 
hy Dave Croatto funny and completely original. (At least, that’s what Editor John Ficarra said when — from Family Circus to Garfield to Calvin & Hobbes — but | had never seen anything like this before. There were gags 

WRITER he rejected my feature "The Silhouette Comprehends.”) But the true honor (and I'm about husbands who were ashamed of their ugly wives! And drunk drivers whose cars’ shadows were shaped like coffins! 
sure Sergio will agree with me on this) is that it was also the first MAD piece | ever read. | was Coffins! It was fun and accessible, but also dark and moral — it was a crazy, intoxicating combo. | felt like | had stumbled 
sleeping over a friend’s house in the 4th grade, and his parents came in to tell us that it was into a world that straddled childhood and adulthood — and I've pretty much been there ever since. In his five decades 
lights out. Within a minute of his bedroom door closing behind them, my friend had pulled out working with MAD, Sergio has enjoyed many well-deserved accolades, but his greatest accomplishment (and I'm sure 
a flashlight and a small stack of MAD paperbacks for us to read. | wound up grabbing "The Sergio will also agree with me on this) is the huge and lasting impact he had on my grade-school brain. 

4 15 



CLAWS AND EFFECT DEPT. 
FOR ALL YOU SOFT-HEARTED CLODS WHO LOVE LIVE LOBSTERS. ..BUTCANNOT BRING YOURSELVES TO THROW THEM INTO BOILING WATER, WE BRING YOU... 

Vu ANMAD 
LOOKS 

HIGH SHELF 
EXTENSION PRONGS 

a 

TURN INDICATOR COAT & HAT RACK 

i 6 3 a dedicated fan of cartoons since my youth, | was aware of Paul Peter Wy Sera Aapnes fl | Feeeeeeobie eae eater 
= to become a cartoonist myself. It was a great experience for me when we 

met several years later as professionals at MAD. In a short time, it became obvious 
that his zany approach to humor was an accurate reflection of Porges himself — totally 
unrestricted, a willing follower of whichever path his crazy mind would take him. 

His gags about pets, insects, fish, fowl and creatures of every known species were 
16 

ARTIST & WRITER: PAUL PETER PORGES: 

CIGAR CUTTER 

DESK SET 

especially hysterical to me. Porges’ animals were the opposite of Walt Disney's 
animals, which had a human layer of cuteness and charm. Porges offered the eday side 
of nature in all its mischief and chaos, warts and nastiness — in other words, wildlife 
that was truly wild. 

His “Lobster” article is one of my favorites and | smile every time | have a steamed 
‘one on a plate in front me, relieved that it is in no condition to cause the kind of 
damage a Porges creature is capable of. 

7 
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COMING. SOON! 

CLONE OF THE ATTACK 
GEORGE W. BUSH - C 

REPRISING THR ROLES FR 
DICK CHENEY - 

AND INTRORYEING ©: 

by Ward Sutton 
ARTIST 

Th 
11 Al then I first saw this, had mixed feelings: on one hand, | 

1 knew it was brilliant and an instant classic. On the other, 

= | was sad that | hadn't thought of the idea first! 
Thematically, it perfectly tied in the then-new Star Wars film and 

the Iraq War. The father-son conflict in the Star Wars saga mirrored 
the Bush family drama. Saddam was depicted as a bozo here, and 
yet it was Bush and his cronies who represented the Empire. This 
was an edgy commentary at a time when Americans were being 
expected to mindlessly fall in line behind the war plan. | loved it. 

Visually, | tend to prefer illustrated pieces, but this Photoshop image 
does a great job of parodying the actual Star Wars Episode Il poster, 
placing Bush in the role of Anakin Skywalker, whom we all know "goes 

SADDAM HUSSEIN + COLIN POWELL 
AA BIN LADEN 

NDOLEEZZA RICE + DONALD RUMSFELD 

1t PHANTOM MENACE 

A-MAD MAGAZINE POSTER 

to the dark side” by giving in to hate and violence. The “shock and 
awe” war machines seem straight out of Lucasfilm’s dazzling special 
effects. And Condi nuzzling Dubya is icing on the cake. 

It's worth noting that | didn’t see this first in the magazine; | saw 
it attached to an email someone sent me. (That's how things “went 
viral in the pre-social media age.) The fact that this was bouncing 
across the Internet and enjoyed beyond MAD's typical fan base 
shows how especially relevant and of-the-moment the piece was. 

Just as audiences were wary of the Star Wars prequels, Americans 
were, at best, wary of a Gulf War sequel. But whatever you think 
of Lucas’ or Bush's efforts, one thing is for sure: this hilarious MAD 
poster is a Mission Accomplished! 



BUTTERFLY McQUEEN DEPT. 

There's a hit movie malting the rounds that advertises itself 
as The Greatest Adventure Story Ever Told!” Well, we may not 
exactly agree with that, but we will admit it's "The DUMBEST 
Adventure Story Ever Told!” We're referring, of course, to 
the movie about that man who had a simply unbelievable life! 
And that's how we feel about it! We simply don’t believe it! 
But we do know one thing! It was so nauseating, so disgusting, 
so stomach-turning . .. that we hought, but never got fo eat our 

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES — WRITER: DICK DE BARTOLO 

Gee, it's JIM That's today’s pay Yes, | made the, Well, let's - Money... to ga Yeah! | want Welcome This prison is “Escape-Proof!”” nice of meal, idiot! best counterfeit Tunderstand put it this I think | need finance my the money to the prison But, should you try... fora them to it’s SOUP! MI Defense Bonds in Younaveln jot way! If | protection, Pil =. [gescape plans! | WASHED of St. Guinea Pigs! first attempt, we'll add 25 Facel”, put on give us history... . except [6] of money with should happen convict ASK for it— for protecting before you Don't expect itto be || years to your sentence! For a |)’| your uniforms! 4 these fs for one little you, but since to get the on this me, what do you m= Okay! | agree! give it | as pleasant here as_|{\| second attempt, we'll add 100 |/} | We're trying 
little error! | spelled they inspect us. “runs” right want in return? [i Anything else? to me! AS that “Luxury Cruise” years! Any further attempts, to keep this bowls of 30 thoroughly, | now, you'd you just took! ‘and we'll start to get tough! a PG pictur water to it’s hidden be a very —l : 5 B| | wesh our where |think |" | __Fich man! =) hands in! it’s hidden! 

—S= An! Mr. Lousi “For a small sum, I couldn't help over. My family lost everything they Well, | have special jobs for Engraver! The [7] you could stay hearing. .. especially owned buying your counterfeit both of you! TIDYING UP... 
rumor mill has |__| here and have a| | since | was eavesdropping! |_| Defense Bonds! The ones with = =z bi 

it that you're | | ‘real cushy job! So YOU'RE THE “Long Live Franse!” on them! Oh, that sounds]... up to your Like cutting Lousi Engraver! And you're his FRIEND . . .? pretty nice! |) | SWAMPI!E Sears in money! ‘stones to fit © a a lf 
=O | the pillowcases That's him! And I'mhis = Should auld acquaintance} i 
That's close! in the celts! friend! / Be forgot, and never— ! 

ie) 
F Ss 

i 2) 

if & ( 

<a = = 2 < . — aD #170/06TORER 1874 

by Angelo Torres | he second job | ever did for MAD Magazine was a movie. It was early in During those first few years at MAD, | found myself doing one movie a year at best, 
ARTIST 1969 and | had just become the newest member of the Usual Gang of and they were a welcome break from illustrating TV sitcoms and dramas — which were 

™ Idiots. | had never expected to get a movie to do so soon, if at all. | had fun to do, but, let's face it, Conan the Barbarian they weren't (Don Martin would draw 
been hired by MAD primarily to illustrate TV spoofs and whatever other assignments that one some years later). 
they felt | could handle. The movies were to be done by Mort Drucker, because, like So it was in 1974 when | got a call from MAD telling me to go see the movie Papillon — 
James Bond, nobody did it better. my next assignment. | had not yet seen the movie but was familiar with the story about 

20 
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EBA bid some 
Wl co? 

Gi] mad... and 
BI?) now they're 

chasing him 
with those 
butterfly 

=We don't assign anyone leould 
“Swamp Duty" 
had a thorough Medical fl 
Examination! But | can 
tell merely by looking 

at you men that you're 
all in great shape 

— 

ntil he’s If those two are SHOW mos 
in GREAT shape, EE you, but 

This sure is some crocodile-infe: 
it at first! But you'll 

ial 1B 
Well, EVERYBODY loves |/ 

‘soon change your mind! |* 
I'd sure love to we just 
see what you buried 

consider to be i ‘em this 
jjust GOOD shape! 

f See you guy 
N Iknow | around.» 
BUTTERFLIES! The guards M where |_|} 
‘make extra money selling [44 can catch } 
them to me! | pay twenty {¥_plenty! 
cents a ton! Here! Take a ff On the [f 
net and try it! See if you 
can catch a few million! |, 

| They won't break me! 
plenty | can do in this cold, 
damp, smelly, tiny unlit cell! 
Tan walk a lot! | can think 
a lot! I can exercise a lot! 

A moldy, rancid potato 
and half a dead mouse?? Is 
the food ALWAYS like this? 

For trying to escape, you have 
been assigned to this Maximum 

Penalty Prison! Here, we will 
break you, both physically and |" last part? 
mentally! You'll be starved— |=| | already 
degraded—until you develop 

“| cobwebs in your brain... and {y_| 
butterflies in your stomach! 

‘| Boy! I've been here for seventeen months, 
and my mind is still as sharp as a tack! 

a prisoner's attempted escapes from Devil's Island. It starred Steve McQueen and Dustin 
Hoffman and | thought it could be fun. | went to see it that afternoon and the following 
day went up to the office to get the layouts and the script. 

| had thoroughly enjoyed the movie, a great adventure film with a terrific cast; it would, 
in time, become a big favorite of mine. For now, though, | wondered what MAD would do 
with it. The script was written by Dick DeBartolo, and it was one of the funniest satires | 



Here's Ip it's a note from Engravert Allright! You won't talk, Personaily,| | Well ‘ 
your. fg And look what he sent! Real Tell me! Twish en? Well, I'm That's okay | | I thought || I've had 

dinnert fg Meat! A plate of real meat! Who's 1 KNEW! [putting you in with me you would | | plenty of . 
There's been I'd like total darkness, {could use crack by |. | practice! 4 
alittle il Oh, my God, | can’t believe sending{ | themto | | fora year, and some dieting! |_| now from Twas 
extra in fl it! Sob—sob! | can’t believe you the | | switch to | | I'm cutting your | | | was getting | | this awful| | MARRIED 
it today! HATE liver! fresh | |something| | rations in haift asfatasa | |treatment!] | for15 

: ST liver??> ELSE! RAIL, anyway! years!! 

@ 
ts 

q es “g 

aXe 
MA 2 No 

Here's dinner! jug S0?? Don't you LIKE Psst! Hey! WHAT2? 
bread and roaches? Old man! | They're Well. 1 

Bread and Why are wef) | giving us |] don't want 
roaches?! gy !LOVE bread and ff || sticking f]| haircuts! (ff) a haircut! 
That's roaches! But that’s our heads | To get "ve been 

DINNER? out of rid of | ]EATING my 
‘ our cells the lice. . . for 

Taccuse you of a Hey, you! This is a Give me the name Look who's complaining about 
wasted life! You Cut out Maximum of the person That's some incentiv the food we serve! Since 

have done nothing that Penalty who sent you that | You think I'd rather || YOU came here, our Prison 
contructivel And | | entertainment Prison! liver....and I'll [| have TWO ounces of | Exterminator quit! You EAT 
that also includes in there! That means have you put back| | maggot-infested | | everything that walks, crawls 

we don't cn full ration: slop than ONE. and slithers in this place! 
allow any 

daydreaming! 

would ever do for MAD. When | read it, with the movie still fresh in my mind, | busted 
cout laughing. The job called for me to draw filthy, ragged convicts, a vile prison run by 
sadistic guards, a leper colony, rotten teeth, vermin and a treacherous Mother Superior. 
Inever had more fun with a story, thanks to Dick's outrageously funny script. 

It was renamed “Popicorn,” and after all these years and after the many movies and 
TV shows | would do later, it's still my all-time favorite MAD job. 
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a 
's great seeing you 

again, Poppy! The rest 
seems to have done you 
‘good! And the fact that 
you never gave them my 
name has told me a lot 
about you, my friend! 
os 

What? That I'm brave? 
NTE EN | 

env’ 

You are avery 
brave man to 
take the cigar 

from the mouth: 
‘of a hideous: 
looking Leper, 
and smoke it! 

be 

= 
No, that you're 

STUPID! So, now 
that you've been 
put through hell 

for trying to 
escape, what are 
you going to do? 

Well, | figured it can’t 
any worse than the 

cockroaches and beetles 

that I've eate 

One 
thing 

I've got 
to say 

for you, 
Poppy! You're 
a SLOW 

LEARNER! 

You—you've— 
choke—EATEN 
those things!? 
Take the boat 

‘and—gagg—GO! |, 

Iwas told fos Don't ever 
by someone fe} 

that you KH me a hani 
might be lg here! This 

is a Leper 
Colony! 

H-how did | get h 
—a primitive Central 

‘American Indian camp? 
‘And where are all my 
friends . . . the met 
that | escaped with? 

A 
you a boat so you 

can escape and get jig 
caught yet another 

time... . if you 
pass a small test! 

This test 
isto see 

how much weld 
disgust you! 
Here! Puff 
yy cigar . 

Well, if you'd like V really 
me to go back and think I've 
explain, itl take |p] SUFFERED 

another six pages of] ENOUGH 
this MAD satire! already! 

BOAT 

ra 

ee 

sey 

) 1g S| ‘Sure! Can | have 

2 | given you food, drink, 
clothes, even a fortune 
in pearis! What ELSE 
can we do for you? 

. Poppy! My people ff 
and | have shown you a 

INE 
when | wake 
up tomorroy 

can all 
DISAPPEAR 

Ol 

But, WHY?! 

is Paradise, 
and | just 
can't stand 
all this 



PULLIN .) No, Lousi! I'ma 
Vegetarian now! 

ih exchange for Sister Snow White's 
helping you through the checkpoint, 
you have given me your pearis to 
feed the poor! So, | in turn, have 

done something for yout I've called 
for the soldiers to take you back! 

Lousit Lousi Engraver! 
It’s ME! Poppy! I'm 

When you finish 
Please! No stories 

about eating roaches 
| and lizards and . . ten years in solitary! slime and mold! 

Just ask anyone 

Boy, that’s some thanks | get! Just 
see if | ever play of Judas Convent! 

Well, now that 
you're back. .. 
what are you 
going to do? 

No, I'm going to wait for my 
wife and lawyer to get me out! 
Oh, the misery those two have 
known! How they miss me! They 
‘miss me so much, they've had 

you're bananas! 

to live together and spend all 
my money, consoling each other! 

2 
are 
at | = | Toy to keep | 
in 
the [J 

water!| | yout 
to Francel{ | punishment!” 

> MMMM Sere Ne oP 



lined my 

birdcage 
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IL [had to do is see a couple recent magazine covers to refresh my 
memories of MAD. It was very easy to remember how MAD first 
made a huge impact on my life 

I remember the very first time ever saw MAD. I was seven years old, and it was 
on the magazine stand at the Thrifty Drug Store near my house in San Fernando, 
California, It jumped out at me. It really stood out because back then there really 
wasn’t parody. Not on TY, not in the movies, and there was no Internet. There 
wasn’t the abundance of comedy that there is now. Now there are thousands of 
comedians, and thousands of hours of comedic programs. But not then, For me, 
MAD was the entire history of comedy. It was my only source of laughs. My house 
was bleak! So I remember this vividly: the drugstore had the magazine rack on the 
right, with the checkout counter into the store a little bit. So at the cash register I 
would turn and see MAD Magazine and start laughing — every time — because it 
was a deacon satire of Star Wars or Rocky or Jaws or whatever was happening at 
the time. It was great! I would run over there and grab it, but then that walk from 
picking up a copy to walking over to ask my Grandmother if I could buy it was the 
longest walk ever. When the answer was “no” I'd sit there and read it.I might have 
lifted a few of ’em.1 had to have it, so | would just grab it and walk out the door. 

MAD was a huge influence on me. Look, if you didn’t look at those sketches in the 
margins by Sergio Aragonés and then try to dritw like that dude, you weren't really 
looking. The caricatures — and especially drawings by Aragonés and “Spy vs. Spy” by 
Antonio Prohias — looked simple to draw: You might think,“What's so hard about 
that?” until you try to do it yourself. You can’t do it. I know, because I tried. It looks 
easy: three little lines for hair, hands on two sticks for arms.1 would sit and draw 
and draw and draw, but it never looked the same.And then try and draw a story like 
they did — without words! Impossible. distinctly remember an old Aragonés piece 
from way back. It was a drawing of New York City in the background, and in the 
foreground in the water was a drawing of a shark swimming, with graffiti on i 
as if the shark had been tagged like a subway train, Incredible.And, like “Spy vs. Spy.” 
it was drawn by a Latino.Amazing, That really spoke to me. 

side 

MAD was central to my life for another reason, too.As young Latino kids, we all 
knew somebody who looked like those characters in “Spy vs. Spy."A skinny kid 
with a long nose. We used to call him “Spy vs. Spy:’And all the Latino kids in my 
neighborhood knew somebody who looked like Alfred E, Neuman, We called 
“Mad,” Truthfully, I felt like everybody in MAD Magazine looked like somebody I 
went to school with. 

As great as MAD's artists have always been, the writers are what has always made 
MAD so consistent. The writing was always good, the parody was always right on 
target.And because MAD did it first,and was the only one doing it for so long, I 
would always end up waiting for the next issue, meanwhile wearing out the last one 
by reading and rereading it again and again. 

Lalways wanted to draw because MAD encouraged me to draw, but that’s only the 
beginning of how it inspired me. What MAD did was take a dead battery — me — 

ita jump. It charged my creativity, It gave me insight. 1 was an on! 
raised by my grandparents in a tough house to grow up in. was a bird locked ina 
cage and MAD Magazine was the lining to my cage. MAD was my open door. Without 
MAD I never would have learned to fly. It was like that briefcase in Pulp Fiction 
where light poured out when you opened it. MAD Was the only thing in my life that 
gave me comedic vision or even a comedic thing todo. It made me laugh, and that 
was a very precious thing. 
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MAD #181/MARCH 1978 WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS. 



NO LONGER WORKING FOR PEANUTS DEPT. 

What was once upon a time nothing more than 
a delightful comic strip has become, in the 
past few years, a business organization that 
could someday rival General Motors! We're 
talking, of course, about that $20-million 
industry called “Peanuts”! As this fantastic new 
enterprise branches out into more Books, more 
Newspapers, more TV Specials, more Dolls 
and Sweatshirts and Records and Off-Broadway 
Shows and so forth, Charlie Brown and his 
gang continue to be real, honest, sincere and 
endearing people. Nevertheless, we at MAD 
are worried. After all, Charlie Brown and his 
gang are practically “Human”! So it’s only a 
matter of time before terrible things start 
happening-to them. All we'd like to know is: 

WILL 
SUCCESS 
SPOIL 

CHARLIE 
BROWN? 
1S BEEN MONTHS SINCE I MOVED AWAY 

FROM THE OLD NEIGHBORHOOD! I THOUGHT 
TID DROP BACK AND SAY HELLO 1. 
CHARLIE BROWN AND THE GANG... 

wa 

CPP OIE 
ARTIST: JACK RICKARD 

hy Scott Maiko 
WRITER 

article: 

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

PEANUTS 
SO MANY WONDERFUL THINGS HAVE HAPPENED 

TO THEM LATELY. THEY'RE IN 9CO NEWSPAPERS 
NOl)...ANO BOOKS, AND TV SPECIALS, AND AN 
OFF-BROADWAY SHOW, AND LP’S, AND ADs, AND 
DOLLS AND GREETING CARDS. ISN'T IT GREAT 2 

FenNbis 

FOR PETE'S GAKE,LUCY, DON'T \/” OH, IS THAT ALL YOO 
RON AWAY FROM AN OLD FRIEND. | WANT--To SEE CHARLIE 
TVE COME ALL THE WAY BACK | BROWN? I THOUGHT You 
HERE TO SEE THE OLD GANG. / CAME TOBORROW MONEY 
WHERE'S CHARLIE BROWNZ OR SOMETHING , TELL ME-- 

HOW Do Tt LOOK 

Hi, SCHROEDER ! 
HAVE YoU SEEN 
CHARLIE BROW--2 

HOLD IT, GDYS. FOR CRYIN’ OOT 
LOUD, SHERMY, DON'T YOU SEE 
THE RED RECORDING LIGHT? 
WE'RE CUTTING A DISC... 

y copy of 1981's Super Special #36, “A MAD Look At The Comics," 
eventually fell apart due to my excessive re-re-re-reading of it (or from the 

=F cheap glue and substandard staples MAD used to bind it). My favorite 
“Will Success Spoil Charlie Brown?” 

Today (in a world where SpongeBob Pop-Tarts exist), aggressive and all- 
encompassing merchandising blitzes for popular properties are the norm. In 1968 
(when the piece first ran), it must have been something of a novelty (or annoyance) 



ONE THINS ABOUT THAT OLD BUNCH, THOUSH-— HI,LUC SHERMY, BABY, YOU LOOK DIVINE. 
NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENG TO THEM, I'M SORE 600D ERI LONG TIME NO'SEE. SORRY, I GOTTA 
THEY'LL ALWAYS REMAIN THOSE SAME LOVEABLE, [IIB YOU ARE LUCY,| RUN. [/ SETTING TO THE COAST 
SINCERE, ONAFFECTED, DOWN-TO-EARTH KIDS . i AREN'T YOU2) FOR A PARTY AT FRANK AND ANAS 

of Vv HOUSE, AND L'M PICKING UP 
DINO ON THE WAY. 

L.CAN'T DOA THING FoR MY FACE. AND TLL Die--I J] LUCY, Do WoO \ SHERNY, DOLL-BABY, I REALLY \Y 
SWEAR TLL DIE IF MR. ROBERT DOESN'T DO SOMETHING HAVE TO RUN. Look We MUST 
FOR WY HAIR . OH, DID I TELL FOU THE GANG AND I ARRANGE TO GET TOGETHER, 
ARE UP FOR AN OSCAR, AN EMMY, ATONY, A GRAMMY, SOME TIME. WH DONT YOU CALL 
AND SOME NEW AWARD THEYRE GIVING FOR * THE BEST WR AGENT 2 HES IN THE BOOK! 
COCKTAIL NAPKIN OF THE YEAR". WHAT A BORE ! - 

OKAY, GUYS, LET'S TAKE IT OH, MY MIND'S EXPANDING... [2 
AN ELECTRIC GUITARZ | COMERCIAL ENOUGH. MY FROIN THE TOP...AND IF WE | BUT MY STomMACH'S EMPTY. 
PLAWING ROP MUSIC Z| RECORD COMPANY CAN'T AFFORD] | HIT THE CHARTS WITH THIS 
WHAT HAPPENED Your} TO FOOL AROUND WITH ONE, IT'S GOLDEN RECORD 
PIANO--AND BEETHOVEN? / SQUARE NOISES. HOW DO TUE AGAIN | 

YOU LIKE MY NEW GROUP, 
“THE RUPTURED COCKAMAMIES’2] 

‘a #4117 
to see Peanuts merchandise everywhere, inspiring writer Larry Siegel to pen this comic 
masterpiece. 

Over a week's worth of strips, Siegel brilliantly exposes the Peanuts gang for the spoiled brats 
he'd envisioned they'd become — as seen through the eyes of Shermy, a character Peanuts 
cartoonist Charles Schulz had by then dropped from the strip. Who better to bring back to the 
neighborhood to witness the unfortunate consequences of the comic’s rampant popularity? 

Jack Rickard's illustrations mimic, near-perfectly, the strip’s style, and even the lettering 



HERE COMES LINUS. WHAT'S HAPPENING HERE 2] [THERE'S PIG PEN. WHAT ARE YOU 
HEY, LINUS, HAVE LUCYS GONE *HOLLYWOOD"] | HI, PIG PEN... TALKING AROOTZ 
Wou'SEEN CHARL-- SHROEDERS PLAYING ROCK'] | WELL, THANK 
LINUS, WHATS THAT2 W'ROLL, AND LINUS HAS A] | GOOONESS You 
AMINK BLANKET?! "MUNK: BLANKET HAVEN'T CHANGED, 

OH, NO. IT'S NOT 
HAPPENING. MAYBE 

RIGHT, BUT THE GLASS IF T CLOSE MY EYES, 
ITS ONDER IS CRACKED. ITLL ALL GO AWAY, 

POLO@E CHARLIE BROWN ) SHERMW, OLD PAL,ITS GRAND 
SEEING YOU AGAIN.WE MUST 

‘SIT DOWN FOR A BUDDY -BUDDY 
TALK. CALL MY SECRETARY. T E BEST 

SHORTSTOP ON 
CHARLIE BROWNS NEXT TUESDAY. 

TEAM. 

IS PLAYING POLO 2 

looks like it flowed from Schulz’s pen. The piece ends with a Sunday strip where 
Good O' Charlie Brown's featured role has been upgraded to a “fabulous” starring 
turn; he dons a toupee, hits on Violet, insults Shermy and rats out Mary Worth as a 
Communist. Success spoiled Charlie Brown magnificently. 



RLINOTS Fatih ee ie 
Charlie room” 

INR. BROWN 
WL see 
YOU Now, 
SHERNY.” 

AT LAST. I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR 3 HOURS. 
I MUST SPEAK TO HiN\. L MUST GET To THE 
BOTTOM OF THIS TERRIBLE “SUCCESS DISEAS 
THAT'S OVERTAKEN HIM AND THE OTHER KIDS. 

CHARLIE BROWN, 
OU AND THE 

WHOLE GANG HAVE 
CHANGED. WHATS 
HAPPENED To You] 

‘OKAY, KID. NOW LET TALK. SORRY, YOU COULDN'T PLAY POLO WITH ME 
THE OTHER DAY, BUT IT'S KIND OF 
AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB AND YOUR 
NAME SOUNDS A LITTLE TOO— 

YOU KNOt 

CHARLIE, | | BE WITH YoU IN A SEC. SHERM VIOLET, TAKE A LETTER 
T JUST’ | | 10 AY BUSINESS MANAGER “™MAX, YOU ‘CRUMB! I TOLD YOU 
WANTED || I WANTED A FLAT 0% ON ALL TV, LP AND BOOK TIE-INS . 
10. AND DoN'T TELL ME SCHULZ IS FIGHTING THE DEAL. HE 

WORKS FOR ME Now!” MAKE. 3 COPIES, BABY, AND STICK 
AROUND AFTER OFFICE HOURS, IF YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN. 

IGHERNY, I WOULONT \ WHAT LUCY'S GONE 
TRITORIDAN OLD \ *HOLLYWOD", 
BUDDY, I KNOW WE'VE } SHROEDER'S DESERTED] 

SHERMY, YOU FORGET. 
IN ADDITION TO. 4 
EVERVTHING ELSE, |} CHARLIE 

TURNED ROTTEN-BUT | "BEETHOVEN", AND || IN FIVE YEARG, ‘|| BROWN. THAT MARY WORTH 
IN FIVE YEARS, IT'S —/ YOU'VE TURNED INTO || WE'RE ALL GOING ISA COMME... 
GONNA BE A LOT FHLESS BE TEENAGERS. 
Worse! BUSINESSMAN, A LECHER 

AND A BIGOT. HOW COULD 
THINGS POSSIBLY GET 

WORSEZ 

yO” 

a 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART | 

At The Academy Of Electric Fan Repair 
This is an electric fant { wil turn it on by applying 
an upward thrust with my index finger to this little 

‘And now, students, let us 
begin our first lesson... 

‘switch here in the rear of the motor housing . . 

s good Catholic boys, my brother and | were forbidden to 

hy Tom Cheney 
WRITER/ARTIST 

TAY read or possess MAD. Apparently our mother perceived 
=” some sort of satanic glimmer in Alfred's eye. Thus, after 

being repeatedly warned about having our flesh perpetually roasted 
in the furnaces of hell, we regularly went over to our catholic cousin 
Dave's house and read his copies of MAD. 
One afternoon, while the three of us were “blackening our souls” 
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with Dave's bountiful collection of “Alfreds,” my brother started 
laughing so hard that he fell off the porch railing he'd been sitting 
on. Bruised, but still giggling like Renfield, he pointed at the page 
he'd been reading and handed it over to Dave, who was soon 
gripped by a grand mal seizure of cackling. | snatched the copy 
away from him, read the strip, and for the next 15 minutes the three 
of us fed the flames of our convulsive laughter by repeating Don 
Martin's immortal sound effect: “KLINGDINGGOON!" 

As our good Catholic mother predicted, Don Martin had, in less 
than five minutes, turned her good Catholic sons into complete, 
incurable, and perhaps eternally damned MADmen. 



[LeeSi> 

@ver the years, MAD has been called moronic. immature. 
stupid and even moronic. And we're sick of it! Which is why. 
to improve our image and better our situation. we've hired 
ten Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonists to illustrate 
the following article. Will this teaming smarten up MAD's 
image and elevate the discourse — or simply ruin the 
careers of ten once-respected artists? What do you think?!? 

Netflix sent him An Inconvenient Truth a few 
months ago — but darn it if they haven't also 
kept sending other, more important movies. 

Wey LALRAY 
NoORBIT oR 
BoRAT 2 

PULITZER PRIZE 2000 

A MAD EXPOSE 
(WRITER: JACOM LAMBERT ‘ARTIST; JOEL PETT, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER 

As a devout Christian, he's doubtful about science — except, of course, when it's in the 
name of oil exploration, bomb-making or using satellites to spy on Americans. 

PULITZER PRIZE 

‘ARTIST: MIKE PETERS. DAYTON DAILY NEWS 

va #407 2008 

ne of the great things about being the editor of MAD is that you can think up crazy ideas, and then eS 
leave it to your trusted staff to sweat the pesky details. And so it was with this article. It came in just like 
any other MAD article, but at some point | had the idea to have each of the 10 examples in the article 

illustrated by a different artist. This wasn’t a wholly original idea, MAD had done this several times in the past, What 
made my idea different was that | wanted each of the artists to be a Pulitzer Prize winning cartoonist. | thought the 
notion of 10 lofty and well-respected Pulitzer Prize winners contributing to a single issue of MAD, a self-proclaimed 
idiotic magazine, to be too absurdly delicious to pass up. Since | hadn't the vaguest idea on how to con one, let 
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Karl Rove keeps telling him how much easier 
Republican wins in future elections will be without When Texas eventually gets too hot for 

baseball, he can finally forget about the 
second-shoddiest leadership stint of his life. 

New York. Boston and San Francisco. 

‘ARTIST: JACK HIGGINS, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES PULITZER PRIZE 1989 

Scientists’ prediction of a total global meltdown 
a century from now is currently, unfortunately. His worries about how future generations 

his best solution for Iraq will remember his presidency won't matter 
if there are no future generations. 

Scientists predict 
{ the end of humanity Hmm, 

by 2100, sounds good 
ts 

PULITZER PRIZE 2004 

"ARTIST: MATT DAVIES, JOURNAL NEWS 

alone 10 Pulitzer Prize winners, into contributing to MAD, | called in my art director, Sam Viviano, and dropped the whole project in his 
lap. How Sam managed to cajole these cartoonists into risking their professional reputations by drawing for MAD, | don’t want to know. 
I believe the legal term is “plausible deniability.” But with the statute of limitations for any of these guys to be able to sue the magazine 
just about up, the entire, sordid story can now be told. But not by me! Sam can do it. (See what | mean about me not sweating the 
pesky details?) — John Ficarra 

John neglects to mention that he came up with this brilliant idea in mid-December — and the issue was due at the printer in early January! 
This gave me less than a month to put this thing together. While | was acquainted with one or two Pulitzer cartoonists, | certainly didn’t know 

PULITZER PRIZE 1983 

ARTIST: DICK LOCHER, CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
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Just like that misleading. moronic, scam-filled Internet, 
‘he's always skeptical bla tat Al Gore invented. | Toile Weabin rid dood Gee SFNOL baking sun 

E Bee bas are just the thing to finally dry out New Orleans. 

IRHES: 
WHY ‘ane 
PRESIDENT? 

ICHAEL RAMIREZ, INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY PULITZER PRIZE 1994 

‘ARTIST: 

"ARTIST: BEN SARGENT, AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN PULITZER PRIZE 1982 Those 130° Texas summers they're 
predicting should be just the thing to keep 
those annoying protestors off his back. All those flabby, lumbering polar bears that activists 

want to save remind him just a little too much 
of his annoying arch-nemesis Michael Moore. 

PULITZER PRIZE 1998, 

‘SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 

‘ARTIST: STEVE BRE! ARTIST: JIM MORIN, MIAMI HERALD PULITZER PRIZE 1996 

ten of them. In the past 30 years, only a couple dozen cartoonists had won the Prize, several of whom had passed away. I'd have to have a 
.500 batting average if this thing was to succeed. | began making calls. A few cartoonists turned me down, for various reasons, but most of 
them were thrilled to have a chance to contribute to MAD. By the time the Christmas break rolled around, | had nine of the ten illustrations 
assigned. That left one gag, and just one cartoonist sitting on the fence. If he said no, we'd have to run the article with a big hole where tenth 
gag was supposed to be. To make things more stressful, the one who was still mulling it over was Michael Ramirez, the most conservative of 
the Pulitzer winners. A few of the others assured me I'd never land him. | checked my office email from home hourly throughout the holiday 
break. Finally, at 1:50 pm on December 25, | received an email from Ramirez saying that yes, he would take the assignment. What a great 
Christmas present! All the cartoonists got their work in on time, and | made the printer's deadline with hours to spare. — Sam Viviano 



W--\, CHARACTERS FLAWED DEPT. 

Twitter is tailor-made for self-obsessed, aver-sharing, short attention span morons. And when it comes to self-obsessed, over-sharing, short attention span morons, Kanye West is the KING! So Kanye and Twitter is pretty much a match made in Heaven. Unfortunately, it's Hell for anyone who actually has to read. 

E WEST’S MOST MORONIC TWEETS 
conflicted” to “comically unfocused" 
6:15PM 

they make Louis Vuitton toothpaste? decent albino rhino online? WTF?? 
And Gucci floss? | gotta make some 2:22 PM 
phone calls a = 
10:48 AM SO WHAT if | got a $180,000 watch that has How come grasshoppers hate me? 

‘eB Just brushed my teeth. Why don’t Ever notice how hard it is to buy a Ba FYI critics: | prefer “fascinatingly 

= — my face made out of diamonds on it? Who 17/PM 
For my next album, | need a title as DOESN'T have a watch like that? Hobos maybe = oe a a 
dope as My Beautiful Dark Twisted 2:45 PM #Nowplaying All Night Long by Lionel Richie 

Fantasy. How about My Wonderful GREATEST SONG EVER 

Crazy Backyard Koi Pond? ARUGULA SALAD WITH FENNEL VINAIGRETTE, 7:35 PM 
11:27 AM BITCHES 

2:59 PM I still have mad regrets about what 
My Sinfully Delicious Brown Betty Recipe? SS ST happened with Taylor Swift. For one 

11:28 AM “Kanyelicious” not in dictionary??? thing, | shoulda grabbed a boobie 
3:24PM 8:52 PM 

My Delightfully Eclectic Pound Puppy Collection? i aaee ———— 

11:29AM #Nowplaying Blackbird by The Beatles FOOTY PAJAMAS Y'ALL 
aaa GREATEST SONG EVER 10:57 PM 

My Big Fat Greek Wedding? 3:37 PM 
11:30 AM #Nowplaying Moon River by Clay Aiken 

The media's a bunch of bitches. GREATEST SONG EVER 
#Nowplaying Empire State of Mind by Jay-Z Always wanting to build up the king 11:02 PM 
GREATEST SONG EVER so they can tear down the king. | 

43. AM don't need them lying-ass phonies Hope | have my recurring dream 
4:09 PM =) where I'm the president of the 

Big photo shoot tomorrow — = $+ USA who's also a sexy half unicorn 
gotta practice my dull stare Gotta remember to bring that up when I'm on that plays for the Lakers 
V2s)7/PM MTV News, NPR and Regis & Kelly this week! 12s1B AM 

———— —_—_—_—_— 4:10 PM 
Still starin I got a new challenge for 50 Cent: see which 
12:18 PM #Nowplaying Crocodile Rock by Elton John one of us can tie the dopest Windsor knot 

GREATEST SONG EVER SIAM 
Still starin 4:22 PM 
12 M #Nowplaying theme song from My Two Dads 

People always sayin Kanye ain't GREATEST SONG EVER 
| wish | dated a mermaid cause after A) street but AAAAAH! Lintball on my 2:44 AM 

a you hook up you could eat her legs 
12:59 PM 6210 PM Why don't hippos have wings? 

sweatervest!! 

COME ON, HIPPOS 

Just put on a fly-ass outfit: Viking horns, Mila Kunis didn’t get an Oscar nom?!? That 1AM 
hockey jersey, yoga pants, alligator boots s**t is CRAZY!!! George Bush doesn't care a 

M about Black Swanill!! Are you there, God? It's me, Kanye. Seriously, 
5:47 PM I've been texting you for like THREE DAYS WTF??? 

#Nowplaying Scenario by A Tribe Called Quest 2:06 AM 
GREATEST SONG EVER Nobody wants to play Boggle with Kanye 

PM 6:03 PM WRITER: JACOB LAMBERT ARTIST: SAM SISCO 

| 

“ 

by Ryan Flanders his is a modern MAD classic. It perfectly ridicules an incredible moment in history, Sam described the opportunity to mock Kanye as.a “dream job.” In my initial email, | suggested he give Kanye-a look 
ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR 4 when insanely successful celebrities are able to instantaneously broadcast their most somewhere between “angrily defiant” and “happily crazy." Sam smartly went with “blank stare.” 

= impulsive, unstructured thoughts to anyone who will listen. I's an unusual MAD piece. Unlike a movie spoof or "50 Worst” list, this is a very direct pastiche of Kanye's Twitter cadence 
thad a great time art directing this article. | knew I'd use Kanye's real Twitter account to establish the and mindset. Jacob Lambert concocted an exquisitely spot-on parody. When MTV Geek posted a preview of the pages on their 

basic look, then have one of our illustrators draw a biting caricature of the egotistical rapper. | laughed out website, they thought it was a collection of actual Kanye tweets! 
loud every time the layout was open on my computer, no matter how often | reread the lines as | arranged { told Editor Dave Croatto | picked this article for Inside MAD. He immediately quoted one of my favorite lines: “COME ON, 
them on the page. When Sam Sisco’s amazing sketches came in, | knew we had something special. HIPPOS." | later shared my choice with Jacob. He thanked me, then added: "Did | put something about a rhinoceros in there?” 



It’s not 

by accident 

that some of 

Mort’s work 

rubbed off 

on me. 

didn’t really start collecting comic books until I was 16, but I started 
reading MAD long before that. Maybe I didn’t think it was a comic 
book because it was magazine size. didn’t know L was going to be 

a true artist at that point, but I was a doodler. I was always fascinated looking 
at people’s art and seeing how they drew.The Mort Drucker stuff was, to me, 
mind-numbing because even as a young kid — at eight, nine, 10,11 — ina 
heartbeat I could tell who each one of his characters were. Wow! It’s William 
Shatner! MAD was sometimes parodying the shows T was watching, too, but 
at no time did I ever not know who every one of those guys were in Mort 
Drucker's drawings.To this day, I’m jealous of political cartoonists who do 
the same thing. They lampoon people and you go, "Yep. That's them.” They 
somehow know how to play up the characteris 

So to me, Drucker was the guy who was the king of that book.And then of 
course, after that there was Sergio Aragonés’ stuff in the margins.“Spy vs. Spy” was 
always filled with fun, goofy stuff, and I think every kid went to the newsstands 
— and I know we shouldn't have — and folded in the back cover and left 
damaged magazines on the rick.Two MAD spoofs that really stood out for me 
were both by Mort Drucker: his Star Trek spoof — I have a clear recollection 
of how he really nailed both Shatner and Nimoy — and then Batman, which 
was really powerful to me when I was a kid, es y because of the way he 
drew some of the villains.And Planet of the Apes, of course. 1 was a big Planet 
of the Apes fan. Not Star Wars. It was all about Planet of the Apes for me. 

When you're a kid, you just swallow stuff because you like it, so I gobbled 
up MAD. It was like six flavors of Skittles to me, and it all tasted great. I 
didn’t know it at the time, but what I got out of MAD Magazine was that 
everybody didn’t have to have the same look, or the same artistic style, to 
still be in the same comedic arena, Some guys did it with a very simple style, 
as with “Spy vs. Spy”and Mort did it with his super-intricate style — but 
you still knew that you were in “Funland. It opened my eyes to the fact 
that you can have a variety of looks and still be there, because I know at 
the time, I was still trying to find my way as an artist with any style! I have 
a clear recollection that I would try 10 different style: 
styles, because I hadn't gotten bit by that bug yet — from landscape drawing 

— not comic book 

to realism; then I'd go draw silly cartoons and dumb stuff. 1 was all over the 

map, trying to figure out,“Do any of these fit me personally?” At some point 

I decided to concentrate and teach myself to draw superhero comic books. 
Knowing what MAD taught me, I saw the same thing was true about comics: 
it’s a genre in a medium where some guys had a super-clean look, but I could 
have a complex look. It’s not by accident that some of Mort’s work rubbed 
off on me. Ido a lot of crosshatch and a lovof line work too, like he does. 
It's not good for deadlines, but we eventually get there. 

Mort also sometimes liked to throw unrelated or random things into the 
background for extra interest. When I started taking off and took over the 
“Amazing Spiderman” books, I started hiding spiders on the cover; then, 
depending on the number of spiders, 1 would sign it with a number under 
my name. People would come up to me’and ask" Why's it say ‘McFarlane 
4” Because of the spiders. What?” ‘Then they had to look at it. Really 
look at it.Also, [had a buddy who had beén in the Vietnam War. He was a 
little shell-shocked and would walk around town all day with a Felix the Cat 
stuffed toy, so I started hiding Felix in there just for that one guy. 



MAD'S COMPLETE STAR TREK i Inside: Our 
ALL-NEW 

STAR 
TREK 

96 PAGES OF COLLECTOR'S ITEMS! Inclucing 
The Original Star Trek Series! All The Movies! 
The Next Generation! The MAD Star Trek Musical! 
Plus. 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER, 

Lalso took a page from MAD's schtick book — I would do 
my equivalent of MAD Magazine by making up false headlines 

a big 
all teams by 

in newspapers that characters were reading. I wa 
sports nut, still am, so I would stack all the t 
trading the best players to my favorite teams, or if someone 

ying he retired 
‘nt sports teams 

beat one of my teams I'd make a headline 
Goofy stuff. I'd mess with the logos for diffe! 
on clothes just to have a little bit of fun. They have to be 

wearing something, right? We all have a tendency to wear 
stuff, so that was my way of dressing up the pages just like 

Other Stuff That Doesn’t Mention Star Trek At All! 

MAD SUPER SPECIAL #63/SEPTEMBER 1992 

Mort did in his ba rounds. 

1 was born in 1961 and became aware of {AD probably when I was 
seven or eight. And now,alll these y ause | rs later, it’s funny bes 
became friends with Sergio, one of the guys who got me into the 
groove to appreciate the wonder of Comic books. It's also strange 
to come full circle when MAD makes a reference to my comics. 
You get to the point, I guéss, where you appreciate it anytime 
anyone pays attention to you,good, bad or indifferent. It makes 
me smile knowing I did something worthy of MAD making fun of. 
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A HYMN TO DISGRACE DEPT. 

America, the Beautiful - Revisited 
Oh, beautiful... for spacious skies... for amber waves of grain... 

= a ; ¢ . 

above the fruited plain... 
MOTEL 
LIQUOR STORE & BAR’ 

CONCEPT: PRODUCED BY PICTURES BY’: 
FRANK JACOBS MAX BRANDEL UPL. & W.W, 

polluted, and our highways and city streets were littered with trash. There were loads 
by Annie Gaines here are so many laugh-out-loud, outrageously funny articles from MAD of anti-pollution cartoons everywhere — in newspapers, magazines, and of course, 

LOGISTICS that if had to pick my favorite funny article, I'd be in big trouble. My in MAD. On one of my weekends home, | scoured all the various magazines we 
favorite MAD article is more of a serious, wake-up-America piece, and the had, paying special attention to our family's collection of MADs. But | couldn't find 

reason it's my favorite is that it literally changed my life! one MAD article | remembered and really wanted to include in the scrapbook — 
In 1969 | was a student at Penn State, and I had an assignment to do a class project "America the Beautiful — Revisited.” So | decided to write to the publisher, 

‘on absolutely anything | wanted. | decided to do a pollution-cartoon scrapbook. The William M. Gaines, to ask for a reprint of the article. He sent it to me. We began a 
world was waking up to the fact that the air and water everywhere were becoming correspondence, which, a few years later, blossomed into love and a two-decades-long 

a 



America, America... God shed His grace on thee... 
me: GED Ae me 

from 

sea 
to 

shining 
sea. 

whirlwind adventure of romance, travel, laughter, the best foods and wines, a job at MAD and marriage! 
Bill treated me like a queen and we had a marvelously happy life together. A year after Bill died, | flew to 
Kansas City to attend the wedding of MAD artist Paul Coker, and Paul's bride Rosemary introduced me 
to the man who would become my second husband! Don and | have a happy marriage, a lovely home 
and beautiful twin daughters — and it’s all because | wanted that article from MAD for a silly cartoon 
scrapbook and took the time to write a letter to Bill Gaines. 



hy Scott Bricher 
ARTIST 

{ completing the EIGHT FULL-COLOR PAGE(!) 
1 “Hallmock" catalog, issue #376, showed my 

= commitment to MAD. Under deadline, | packed 
paints and family to attend my best friend's wedding in 
California. | attempted to “live the dream" by working on 
* Nipple Ring Santa” in a lounge chair by the pool, but | 
hadn't considered the scorching heat and low humidity of 

(espec 
after we've 
charged you 
$79.95 fora 
miniature 
skunk 

on skis) 

Los Angeles. The paints dried instantly, which made work 
impossible. For the rest of the trip | was confined to the 
gloom of the 70's-era motel room, complete with failing air 
conditioner. After the bachelor party, my family asleep, | 
retired to the tiny bathroom to finish the last two watercolors 

while sitting on the toilet. The next morning, in my tuxedo on 
the way to the wedding, | dropped off the artwork at FedEx. 
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(J Grandma's tast 
Christmas 

‘With the onset of 
‘and her body 

rejecting that plastic 
hip, its time to look Studio, where 

back on a life of love 
‘and warmth, and 

eleoinre. 
Christmas all the time — for 

orders for our overpriced, chintay Inieldenacl 
y that most of our collectors’ lives are so bar 

| xmas 
Crackhouse 
‘Twelfth in our Inner 
City Slums series 
Crafted by Irene 

the Che te Ornament 

edie we get 
every day of the y 

thank God you proba- We're happy to s Fitzpatrick nha a Peadieiblten ds? unhappy that they feel compelled to fill them up with memories of the Evergreen 
this time next year! one day when everything is supposed to go right Spee 

Celebrate Grandmas 
pepies peers ts But things don’t always go as hoped for on Christmas. Walk into 

“Grandpa’ also the bathroom at the wrong time and you might find Uncle Ted 
available, Crafted by snorting cocaine. Grampa may want you to put on that irene Fitzpatrick aes ae ; : fegecn (| Catholic school girl outfit he bought you and sit on his lap 

$995 |< alllafternoon. And if you don’t cut Aunt Judy off after 
( oy six cups of eggnog, chances are she'll start smash: 

plates and go into one of her infamous crying jags. 
It's with these memories in mind that our creative 

staff and team of artists —all from severely 
ysfun < just like yours — 

¢ up with this year’s new designs. 

CELEBRATING 

ional Famil 

to goon a beer run. Frank Grout 
(left) is the obvious loser. 
Below left 
Bob (Santa) Felder and Joyce Cox 
nap between libations. 

The Hallmock staff gathers 
for our annual Christmas 
party to share good cheer and 
friendly laughs, then later, 
nasty comments, lots of crying, 
a catfight or two, and possibly 
sex in the supply closet! 

Below right: 
Sue Paddocker is repulsed by the 
advances of a plastered Herb Acneman 
while Ted Birdsall vomits in trash can 
for sixth consecutive year. Joyce Cox 
Is passed out in background. 



C1 My First 
‘Christmas 

as a Woman 
Sculpted by 

Andrew Tannenbaum 
$7.95. 

59.95 

Ci Buttering Up Teacher 
Our 1998 ornament for teachers features little 

Sammy Schoolmouse presenting his favorite teacher 
with a bright red apple — and what's that under- 

‘neath it? Insurance for a passing grade! Apple 
portion of this whimsical ornament contains 

small compartment, perfect for stashing a few 
wadded-up bills! Sculpted by Anita Lee Stocking 

$10.95 

(Our Last Christmas Together, You Bitch! 
Spending one last holiday season together with 

that former loved one is less of a chore thanks to 
ur delightfully whimsical ornament featuring 2 
pair of cute, fuzzy, yet completely incompatible 

bunny rabbits. Also available as “Our Last 
Christmas Together, You Bastard!” Sculpted by 

Mary Johnson Whimsy 
$8.95 

& Friends 

Oi stot Jockey 
Grandma will think of you on her next 
trip to Reno as she throws away more 

of your inheritance after she's received 
this lovely detalled piece of art to 

hang on her tree. Third in our whimsi- 
cal Compulsive Gambling series, 

Sculpted by Mary Johnson Whimsy 
57.95 

CO) Holiday Emergency 
The ideal ornament for the local 
ambulance driver, or for anyone who 
has recently suffered a life-threatening 
emergency! Whimsical tire marks over 
bunny victim's body shows just where 
bunny medic needs to apply first aid. 
Sculpted by Irene Fitzpatrick Evergreen 

C1 tinset Poisoning 
A whimsical waning to keep poisonous, 
intestina-blocking tinsel out of the way of 
Cur feline friends — or just a cheery ceminder 
for a fiend who lost. a beloved pet. 
Sculpted by Anita Lee Stocking 
$8.95 

Cheapskate Ornament 
Artist 

MARY JOHNSON 
WHIMSY 

“Meeting collectors is the best part of 
being a Cheapskate Ornament artist. 
Their unnatural obsession with the 

ornaments I sculpt shows me just how 
well-adjusted Iam by comparison, The 
worst part of working for Hallock? 
Their bizarre insistence that all women 
artists use their middle names in an 
effort to evoke a sense that we're all 
warm, cuddly grandmotherly folk 
artists who dress like Holly Hobby, 
own alot of cats and live in cozy wood- 
en saltbox houses in Vermont.” 



it means as many things: Neeehiaay 
people as it means dollars to us. Gone are the 

days when Christmas was a strictly holy day meant to 
ielsbrttelthelbithio€the Lord. Gone, too, are the days 

when Christmas meant presents and Santa and snowmen 
and reindeer and Currier and Ives prints on holiday cards. 

Today, thanks to middle class families with disposable income and a 
penchant for spending way beyond their means, and thanks to con- 
sumers obsessed with sending greeting cards for holidays that in man; 
cases we simply made up, and thanks to the ridiculously hypnotic power 
that the terms “collectible,” “signed and numbered,” Wand “limited edition 
have over the general public — yes, thanks to all this — Christmas now inex- 
plicably means incongruent and inappropriate pop culture icons hanging from 
strings on a dangerously overloaded Douglas fir. It means mass-produced, ratty 
and worn-looking teddy bears designed by our own “folk artists,” it means patch- 
work everywhere! And, best of all, Christmas means enjoying a commercialized 
holiday without the labored holiness and tired respect it once commanded 

‘Today's Hallmock prides itself on having everything you need to celebrate 
Christmas the ’90s way. The only Lord you'll find here is Lord Vade 
(See page 18 for our charmingly blasphemous Star Wars Nativity set.) 
So, Merry Chri$tma$ from your friends at your neighborhood Hallmock! 

Ll Nowth Pole snow Giobe y You'll feel poorer inside! 
The wonder of a musical snow globe is even more magical when 
it contains nesnow! Depleting the Arctic Circle as it may look in. 
Just the next few years, our “snow” globe shows the North Pole 
after the polar ice caps have melted—nearly completely under- 

water! A whimsical reminder that global warming will eventually 
destroy civilization as we know it. Plays “Heatwave.” $29.95 

— Patchwork Extinguisher 
Handy, festive accessory, indispensable 
for those little emergencies that pop up 
during the holidays. Surplus 64-ounce 
standard fire extinguisher from the 
1950s covered in heartwarming patch- 
work isa must for any family with 3 
dry, brittle Christmas tree overloaded 
with lights. Goes great with our explod- 
ng Santa Claus ornament! (Note: 
Pressure of contents in each extinguish: 
er will vary and are not guaranteed to 
function properly) $64.95 

— Patchwork Holiday Menorah 
Used by Jews around the world to 
celebrate “Hanukkah” or 
“Chanukah,” or however you spel it. 
We'te not sure what it symbolizes or 
how it’s used, but we figured why 
not offer at least one item that 
allows us to cash in on the Jewish 
religion, too, $48,95 

Ci Angel Pee Sweatshirt 
Exclusive design features our beautiful Tinkling Angel 
‘A wonderful gift for yourself, a daughter, granddaughter, 
for anyone who enjoys angels, snow or urine. Machine 
washable. Sizes M, L, and XL $34.95 

] When Santa 
Died For Me 
Not a story of heroics, but many st 
ness and despair as over 30 manic 
tell a tale of their worst Christmases ever 
Sprinkled throughout the book are cacktail 
recipes, directions for making industrial-sized 
batches of fudge and phone numbers of 
nationwide 12-step programs. Perfect reading 
for a holiday evening home alone right after 
your boyfriend dumps you. Seventy-eight 
pages, hardcover. $13.95 

1998 
Collectible (Sins 
While we stress throughout the catalog that all of our ornaments 
are highly collectible, and that you should purchase as many as 

Cheapskate Ornament 
Artist 

IRENE FITZPATRICK 

EVERGREEN 

I's gratifying to see that collectors 
have fallen in love with my mass. 
produced Cheapskate Ornament 
creations, especially after years of 
sculpting and peddling one-of-a- 
kind, hand-made, highly-detailed, 
original Christmas ornaments of 
much higher quality at cou 
local craft shows with absolut 

ur rumpled lttie teddy 
bear's sign says it all! 
Sculpted by Louise Wilcox 

] 

| 

humanly possible, we also randomly dub a few different ornaments 
as part of a “Collectible Series" and group them together in order 
to insure that you will purchase all of those in this subset. 

1 Pimpy the Snowman 
This festive ornament Is a perfect 
gift for all your “ho ho hos"! Sculpted 
by Todd Pfefferneuse $12.95 

| Sharin’ the Warmth, 
Two unemployable vagrant mice illustrate the 
spirit of the season of sharing in this endearing 
‘collectible ornament. Sculpted by Louise Wilcox 
Peppermint $16.95 

Cl Dumpster Divers 
Who's that desperately scrounging for a morsel of 
food to keep him alive for one more night in the midst 
of another sub-zero North Pole winter? This delightful 
ornament features two cute-as-the-dickens, starving 
bears popping in and out of one of Santa's fetid, gar- 
bage filled dumpsters. Charming! Sculpted by Anita 
Lee Stocking $18.95 
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MEET ANNIE GAINESDORF EGGNOG 
Annie Gainesdorf Eggnog his been sharing her obsession with 

meLicistmas and her fetish for collecting ornaments sinee she was promot 
a 19 Prosident of the National Cheapskate Ornament Collector's Club 
in 1986, from her former position of mail clerk at Hallock’ corpo: 
rate offices. Orne nt book author, ornament lectur nd 

ornament historian, Miss Eggnog visibly ctinges most Three — 
when referred to as “ornament historian,” Sappy Favorites 

“What males Chessakese Oraaments'sc.ape= From Previous 
Gal? Wel ie sure-noptheir unique Collections 
cee Ree) Spon twas ne Each year, Hallmock introduces a new 
enced techn collection of Cheapskate Ornaments. Here 

are three of the most endearing from the past. 
NEVER a shortage‘at'these 

things. And after so many a cing filled with sickeningly 
cute country Field mice and rabbits and birds outfited in oversized 
scarves, hats and mittens, it's getting damn hard to tell one ‘special edi: 
tion’ ornament from the next! Die 
“Gs not thelpainstaking detail and quality of each item that makes Sams 
Cheapskate Ornaments s0 special, cith we're sued @ $6.95 

$625-$695 basically dealing in glorified Happy M fact, our orma 
(7) Removin’ Asbestos ‘a 2 
First in the Coreers at High Risk 
for Cancer series, Sculpted by Z x underpaid third-world workers who erente the PVC figures that 
Edward Sleighreid. $8.95 Sixth and final i the Mice Behind 

Bars series, Sculpted by Mary 
Johnson Whimsy $7.95 “You see, what makes| Cheapskate Ornaments so special is you, 

the collector, ever willing to spend more money for "cok John Tesh 
Third in the Should Never 

Have Been Given a 
worthless figurines and ornaments, So what if this year’s Recording Contract series. 

Dated 1995 
Issued © $8.95 

ments are probably mamifactured and painted by the same 

come with Junior's hamburger and fries! 

lectibles," even though the marketplace is totally 

Taking» bump 
You can't eat cookies let by ‘Marilyn’ ornament is last year’s left-over ‘Scarlet swighirepsiat 
millions of boys and girs ei! 
round the world without eine 
stopping for a potty break, ‘on the bottom and write it up as a ‘catalog exclusive’ in this 
as this whimsical ornament year’s catalog and we how We've got 4 winner!” | Rectal Exar 7 shows. Santa relaxes over a se baat 2 P Thimble Your proctologist (or friend who's seeing Weve raters a standard metal thim- bright white toilet while 

cone!) will appreciote this whimsical and ‘ flipping through “The North mR ads abla shone aset DE ble (valued at 29 cents) and inge- ipping through “The Nor d ASPCA Holiday Pets 
Cl nipple Ring Santa an orate somion 900 niously attached an eyelet and string Pele Gazette." Sculpted by Through special arrangement with the 
Sculpted by Ken Warmth deel examining Fey te Senn. to the top. What seamstress, tailor, or Andrew Tannenbaum $7.95 , AASPCA, Hallmock Is proud to offer these 
$895 Ses pe iy Tose Pasian) S12: thimble collector wouldn't be thrilled adorable original craments. We've scoured ‘Makin’ Moonshine 

to heng this watm and cheery sole ‘ the nation’s largest animal shelters forthe First in the Backwoods 
notion on his or her tree? Designed ‘Gutest puppies and kittens scheduled to be Kinda Chiistmas series. 
by Todd Pfetfemeuse $1695 destroyed, Each lifelike ornament features Dated 1996 

E retay assess iiss ed @¥esiot en actualernall dog or cat Issued © $12.00 
Celebrating the 77h anniversary of ‘ ust moments before its gassed or lethally $550-$625 
elebrating the 77th anniversary of Injected, Please allow us to select a breed the original trial of the century, this y- su deepen 

whimsical animated ornament ‘and method of execution. $12.95 
brings together three popular 
icons—the cola bottle, Fatty 
‘Arbuckle, and a nude woman. 
Hook it up to a string of Rass ‘ 
lights and watch Fatty eee | f : = sped hppa had anyon 
gleefully chase his y "1 y ee _ : “roggeateg tara valves in loge pe and this fame cae 
prey around the ‘ 
tree. Fourth 
in the Career- 
Ruining 
Scandals — - \ b 
series. = ] Gritty the Gum Man ] Lion and Lamb Pyramid Scheme romped! 
Sculpted by < Our little cockroach friend is having him- Second jin the A charming little ornament, perfect for any ‘chip stock. 
Mary Johnson mak meat little Ge yi is Nature's Enemies series. = - ignorant friend or relative about to waste valuable 
Whimsy inishing touches on his little Sculpted by Ken Warmth . time and money investing in a “quaranteed-to-work” 
$1495. charmingly sculpted out of a hairy. gritty see level marketing program. Also makes a quaint “Tol 

‘Biece of chewing gum! Sculpted by Mary ° gift for those who have lost small fortunes on such 
Johnson Whimsy $7.95 schemes. Sculpted by Louise Wilcox Peppermint $16.95 

hair and a beauty mark? Just stamp the current year $800-$875 

Halinct store, reaty fo mest 
We Citas. deerai 



THE NATIO! 

SKATE 
Cc 

ICOCC was for -med in 198 

there was a great deal of money to 
jnitiating annual dues, 

ailable eacl 
and incre: 

Ornaments av 
entitles you to all of ¢ 

ey 
Or 

1'll receive four of our ugliest 

ao eeevailable exclusively to 
wnt unload these dogs to anyon 

pur 
us, the collector, when we tell you 

EDITION ORNAM
 

kc Holl 

# You'll have the opportunity to 

that will seem more appealing to yo 

that they are EXCLUSIVE CLUB 

¢ You'll receive our annual Hallmoc 
able for fr 

avnaments, mailed directly to your k 

it the store when we car 
vice, with ab cop) 

dled t 
© You'll receive inv 

the postal s 
ations to attend 

where you ¢ nd even m 

¢ You'll be sent four issues of Obve 

Collector News 
for all the ornaments you'll 

full of self-serving Ha 
| be buyin 

We're proud to say that The Nation 

Club benefits not only 
addition to all the profits we reap fr 
able to effectively squash more impr 
ellecting clubs; and even more effe 
Competitors out of all ornament con 
functions! We've built the dinky Ch 

from nothing into a multi- 
the market ourselves! That's why 

asily-led col 

cat PO. Box 1235 
. a Tinselgarland, MO 64141-122 
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ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER MAD #977/JANUARY 1988 

"y he NRA back cover, issue #377, ushered in a new era of digital art for MAD. The editors wanted a very 
realistic painting on a tight deadline. MAD had a preference for traditional art media, so | did sketches 

= on the computer and finals with paint. | photographed my friend Mark as Charlton Heston’s body double 
and set about creating a reference image in Photoshop to paint from. | got as far as transferring the image to a board 
and starting to oil paint when | had an epiphany: “What they really want is a photo, not a painting!” | returned to 
Photoshop and everyone was happy with the result, including, as | am told, Mr. Heston. (My father is a hunter and 
this piece is his favorite. | grew up among stuffed deer heads.) 51 



| YEP, YOU GOTTA HAND IT TO THOSE EUROPEANS, ASIANS AND MIDDLE EASTERNERS! THEY'VE GIVEN US SOME 
) TRULY GREAT ART, FINE CUISINE AND JACKIE CHAN MOVIES! AND OF ALL THE WONDROUS THINGS WEVE 
1 

CHEAP FOREIGN RIPOFFS 
) KOO KOO RABBIT (Japan 

Hey — What is 
|| happening, Sir? 

is unacceptable! 

ARTIST: SAM VIVIANO WRITER: SEAN EISENPORTH. 

Oh, come now, 
Frederico. Why do you 

brood this way? 
My wife of many years insists that | am not tea _ Close the door 
fulfilling my husbandly duties. Imagine! Bee behind you, ‘Nardo. 

Ha ha hal Do another 
trick for us, Sanjit 

sad ary yw id 

GIVEN THEM IN RETURN, THERE'S NOTHING THEY APPRECIATE MORE THAN COMEDY! UNFORTUNATELY, 
THE SUBTLETIES AND NUANCES OF AMERICAN HUMOR OFTEN ESCAPE THEM, AS YOU'LL SEE IN THESE... ( 

( 
OF AMERICAN CARTOONS 

Monsieur Specter, won't you ‘Quel horreur! You are not Monsieur Specter! 
have some wine with us? PA) You are Monsieur OI Man Mccilly from 

LAamusement Park Abandoneel 

.and let us thank our Lord Satan for Hey. Dad, today | gave a beggar 
this gluttonous feast, and for all which some money so that he could 

‘we have exploited from others. have a decent meall 

BECHTEL UND BUMHADT (Germany) 

T do not know if | lke the Idea of our son playing 
with an entity from another plane of existence. 

This music does not Nor [Ve are very idle, Yes, far too Perhaps it is time ve should 
meet mit my approval, Bechtel, idle, Bumhadt. burn something needlessly. 

iS 

come from a long line of former MAD interns who somehow managed to parlay a 
by David Shayne lackluster unpaid internship into a lackluster poorly-paying editorial position. Being 

WRITER ma MAD editor means spending much of your day reading a lot of funny submissions 
as they're passed from office to office. (It also means reading a lot of unfunny submissions, but 
that's another book.) Oftentimes that initial idea is a work-in-progress: The comedic bones are 
there, but it'll require a rewrite or two before it's bought and passed on to the artist. But “Cheap. 
Foreign Rip-Offs of American Cartoons” came in almost fully fleshed out, with very little altered 

from premise to publication. Even writer Sean Eisenporth’s original rough sketches are pretty close to 
Sam Viviano's masterfully-drawn final illustrations. (And note how Sam successfully mimics the styles 
of six different cartoons, while also giving each a clever “foreign” spin.) From the moment it hit my 
desk, | thought the piece was laugh-out-loud funny. What can | say? It combines two of my great loves: 
Cartoons and xenophobia. For weeks after, whenever | passed then Co-Editor John Ficarra in the hallway 
(which was frequently — it was a small hallway), I'd say in my best German accent: “Perhaps it is time ve 
should burn something needlessly.” To which he would reply with great Germanic menace, “Perhaps.” 

53 



FRANK ON A ROLL DEPT. 
Christmas\Is a time of giving, and we're betting that 
given his recent harsh words for certain ethnic groups, 
there won't be many gifts under the tree for Louis 

Louis F: 
| CHRISTALAS CAROLS 

Farrakhan this year! But at least old Lou can take 
comfort in knowing that we're thinking of him and 
that others will be too, as they’sing along with these... 

ecucsnlcdncnaa 

q to Town 
(Sung to the tune of "Santa Claus is Coming to Town") 

ve 

You better be black, 
You better be straight, 
You better admit that Hitler 

was great -- 
Farrakhan is coming to town! 

/ 
He wears a bow-tie; 
He's got a real flare; 
You shouldn't mess with his 

bodyguards there -- 
) Farrakhan is coming to town! 

¥ x 
A 

ick my favorite MAD article? That's like asking me to pick my favorite Jerry 
Lewis movie...or my favorite Wayne Newton song. Impossible! Oh all right... 
The Big Mouth and “Danke Schoen." Happy? 

..."Louis Farrakhan Christmas Carols” looms pretty large...very large... 
OK, largest. This was the fourth piece | illustrated for MAD, and if my early MAD 
contributions were perhaps a bit tentative, it was no doubt due to my still feeling 
somewhat in awe that my art was actually being published alongside my heroes — 

54 

You see that he means business; 
You see he's not a fake; 
He's angry if you 

dis-a-gree, 
So agree for Islam's sake! 

At stirring up crowds 

He's surely a whiz; 
He'll show you just what a 

demagogue is -- 
Farrakhan is coming to town! 

= * 

legends like Al Jaffee...Dave Berg...Mort Drucker...Andrew J. Schwartzberg...the 
“Usual Gang of Idiots.” Was | really worthy to join such a gang? 
Then | was assigned “Louis Farrakhan Christmas Carols,” written by the MAD poet 

laureate Frank Jacobs. Oy vey, what to do? This: | calmed myself down, showered, 
had a Tofu Pup, and decided to rise to the occasion and create artwork that would 
(hopefully) compliment the piece and well-serve the brilliant ”Jacobs-ian” Christmas/ 
Farrakhan song parodies. | think | succeeded. Validation came when | was told that 

MAD +#307/CEME nga4 



(sung to the tune of "Away in a Manger") 
4 Up there in his mansion does Farrakhan dwell; 

(> The Nation of Islam has served him quite well; 
He lives in great splendor; he's never unkempt; 
Because he's a preacher, it’s all tax-exempt. 

ne ‘The floors are of marble, the windows stained glass; 
There's nary a touch that is not upper-class; \ 

@ ‘The grounds are impressive wherever you gaze — 
Which all serves to prove how well bigotry pays. 

© Mighty Louis Farrakhan 
(sung to the tune of "0 Little Town of Bethlehem") 

O mightly Louis Farrakhan, 
You've made the network news; 
You've stirred up blacks with fresh attacks 
‘Against -- who else? -- the Jews; 
But now we're cel at-ing 
The season of No-el; 
We're glad to hear you've made it clear 
You hate the Pope as well. 

angry letters had arrived at MAD's offices from several Nation of Islam members 
condemning Mr. Jacobs and myself — one stating that we would both surely “Burn 
in Hell" for mocking their leader, the honorable Jew-baiter) Minister Farrakhan. 

Hearing this really didn't bother me much, though — mainly because | was 
delighted to learn that even members of the Nation of Islam read MAD. 



bis Farrakhan 
Ye, Merry Gentlemen") (sung to the ume of "God 

God help us, Louis Farrakhan, 
You're really not much fun; 
‘The chances that you'll go away 
We'd say are slim and none; 
And yet despite your words of fright 
‘That make most people cringe, 
Let's give thanks...that you're on-ly on the fringe ~ 
Lunatic fringe 
Let's give thanks that you are only on the fringe. 

0 Far 
(sung to the tune of *O Christmas Tree! Fair Christmas Tree") 

O Farrakhan! Yo, Farrakhan! 
On telecasts you show..up; 

ings always go..up; 
Ar-sen-i-o you snowed the most; 
He kissed your butt from coast to coast; 
0 Farrakhan! Hey, Farrakhan! 
Excuse us while we throw...up. 
2 ae = 
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“ARTIST: WALLY WOOD 

‘ARTIST: BILL ELDER MAD #1 6/06TOBER 1954 
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It’s crackers 

to slip 

a rozzer 

the dropsy 

in snide 

RBQ — the New Rhythm and Blues Quartet — is about the 
grooviest band that ever was. They would go from Sun Ra, to 
Eddie Cochran to Sinatra without a flinch. You could listen to 

NRBQ and not know that people had broken music down into categories 
other than good and bad. 

I would see NRBQ at the Bottom Line in NYC, and Keith Richards would be 

in the audience. Paul McCartney had them do a private show for his band. 

Elvis Costello carried on about them being the best live band ever. 

‘They were the best live band. I saw them many times and finally beca 
friends with them, but... I didn’t feel that I really fit in. T wasn’t part of their 
culture. They had a song called “Wacky Tobaccy” about marijuana and I felt 
left out. I never smoked. I cared about only the first and last parts of sex and 
drugs and rock and roll. I related to the music, but not really to the band. 
NRBQ never published their lyrics, and some of the words were garbled 
there were places, when I listened, that I had no idea what they were 
Thad listened to their song “Wacky Tobaccy”a zillion times before it hit me. 

me 

All of a sudden, this one time, like Kurtz's diamond bullet, I understood what 

he was 's crackers to ging in that one line of the song: lip a rozzer, oh, 
the dropsy in snide, boys!”This wasn’t dope talk. This wasn’t “Waiting for my 
Man/’or“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,’ or “Puff, the Magic Dragon.’ (That's 
marijuana, right?) This was a message coded for a Rosetta Stone that I had in my 
head.This was for me! I'm not a pothead, but I sure am a MAD Magazine fan. 
Now, I'm not saying those two are mut 
correlation, but my life proves it’s not a perfect corre! 
NRBQ really was my band. They might be singing about dope, but they were 
also singing about a dope, Alfred E. Neuman, my dope from MAD Magazine. 

“Iv crackers to slip a rozzer, oh, the dropsy in snide, bo 
straightforward way of saying that it’s ill-advised to bribe a peace officer with 
counterfeit money. The phrase is originally from Margery Allingha 
detective story “The Fashion in Shrouds,’ but it was obscure Aussie slang so 
we all know that NRBQ got it from MAD Magazine. MAD founder Bill Gaines 

loved the phrase, So in the 1950s, MAD snuck 
through every issue for years.Almost no one knew what it meant, but the 
phrase became teenage slang for something to say when you didn’t know 
what to say, Decades later it gave me something to say to NRBQ, backstage, 
when they were done talking guitar strings and amps with the Stones, 
because I knew they could talk MAD Magazine with me. 

m’s mid-’ 30s 

in everywhere, scattered 

I'm from a dead factory town in Western Massachusetts and the first person 
T knew in showbiz was me. My mom and dad liked a joke, but I didn’t know 
anyone in comedy. didn’t know anyone who thought about serious things 
by laughing. My subscription to MAD Magazine let me know I wasn’t 
alone. Bob Dylan said of Woody Guthrie,You could listen to his songs and 
learn how to live.’I could read MAD and learn how to think. 

I got older and didn’t read MAD, as much. My subscription ran out (I need to 
find someone famous reading it, take a picture and a get a year free). I didn’t 
think much about MAD Magazine when [was all fancy-pants and Broadway, 
and Letterman, and Stern and Rolling Stone magazine, Then Someone showed 
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There's a brand new s 
with so many defects in the plot, 
acting and special effects, that 
it breaks down before it runs even 
_an hour! ‘That's why we airbags at 
MAD are convinced this lemon of a 
clinker,pf a bomberino should be... 

ARTIST: MORTDRUCKER WAITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

I'm Quad! That's me in the chair! | 1m Howitzer, not Quad! Those n Arnold! See if you can follow this! 
having @ “vacation implant,” a fantasy other two guys looking at me Those two other look-alikes are living 

dream process created by Totally Recalled may look like me but they're totally different lives, but they're 
that will allow me to take an entire not really me because I'm really the same guy! They don’t know 

. two.week trip to Mars without hav really the real me! Really! if they're real or just dreaming! Me? 
to worry about typical v ‘And if you think you're a bit You know who | am—t'm the guy who stands 

problems like passports, dysentery, confused now, wait until we to make a bazillion dollars with this 
bad weather, oF airline food! cockamamie movie! And I'm not dreamin; 

pay the been on \ ° 
extra an ego q 
money trip 
for the since 
“ego his 
trip" |] first 

option? movie! 7 

"WD #288/0ECEMBER 1880 
> me the December 1990 MAD parody of Total Reciill. There, on the third page; wete Penn” : « 

‘& Teller, Forgive the Chevy Chase quality of talking about myself in the third person, but... © © ee 
Penn Teller in MAD was amazing. It wasa level of succes and acceptance tht iHidnt © * @ 
aspired to because asic never hous it was possible. .e .* = °. = e i 
*ees e . p F 

There + was my fice an and name in MAD Magazine. My face and my business s pares 's fg? a” e, ¢ 

_« ee € see ae 8 ¢ a 



_ a 
Something's gone [}] Blank his memory While Emergency! I'm gla Sure, that you [j wrong with the so he can't you're Client has i No, but I do remember Jil] remember! But } Recoiler! recall what at it, gone into total being on Mars fighting a simple quart | 
Quick! Cut the happened— try to a fiend called Hagen- of milk, that 

power! Kill especially the erase Das! | tried to help ‘you forget! 
the stereo part where | his How you can the rebels, so he 1 think your 
reverb! Un- talked him into strange you tell sent men to earth 

program the VCR! || signing up for it! | | accent! with him? y to find and kill met * 

That's it! My brain A luxury, midtown You're trying to | [1 don’t know about 
is on vacation! five-room apartment say my name your imagination, 
This is my Total on a grimy, smelly, isn't Quad? muscle-head, but 

Recoil dream! | had construction And all those it certainly was 
a two-week vacation | | to earth by HagenDas worker's salary? times we made mine! Because | 

in only 4 minutes, to kill you! I'm not How you didn’t love, that always fantasize 
which left no time your wife! We were figure out that was was only my ‘about someone 

to pick up souvenirs! never married! a dream is beyond me! imagination? 

‘Quad, HagenDas's men No, but hopefully Or, to make it even ; Yipes! That Really? 
have'given you a bug will the they'll be too easier, remove the woman must | Gee, 
implant so they can wet ‘embarrassed to bug! You can do have used ' 
follow your every towel be seen with a that by taking this gun powder |! thought 
move! Wrap a wet foul up jerk running “bug remover,” instead of 
towel around your their [around with a sticking it up face powder! 
head and go into tracking JB silly wet towel your nose, and Her face is 

the nearest subway! device? on his head! pulling out the bu; exploding! 

‘The magazine that taught me how to think funny was thinking funny about mé. It was a big hairy deal.1 
read it over and over. [looked at the drawing of me, my big fat head and stupid hair and thick glasses. It 
was me.I had gotten a ticket to a world where I always wanted to live, How had MAD Magazine even heard 
about me? How did I get there? 

What did it feel like to haye your own show on Broadway? What did it feel like to see yourself ina 
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Quad is 
on Mars! 
1 want 
you to 

kill him 
and 

bring me 

But isn’t Quad 
also Howitzer? 
How can 1 kill 
one and not 

My name is You ought 
Knish! I'm the to fight 
leader of the for 
rebel forces, | independence 
fighting for from that 

independence man’s 

Fie 
Why do those 
huge earth- 

moving 
machines 

keep running 
through these 

tunnels 
night and day? 

If you think parking 
on earth is hard, 
try finding a place 

to park here on Mars! 
ur “alternate side 

of the planet 
parking” rule 
is impossible! 

movi 
Vegas? 

‘Quad, you 

Quad, I'm the doctor 
from Total Recoil! 
You're not really 

illusio 
seen too many 

David Coppertield 
TV Magic Specials! 

on the 
nuclear 
reactor in the 

first 

How could 
must [fl someone be 
turn so mean 

as to shut 
it down 

Take us for example! 
We're not in the real 
movie, so how can we 
be in this MAD satire? 

We're not! it's the 
reader's illusion! 

Now take the pill the 
‘g00d doctor gave you! 

He's telling 
the truth, 

Quad! 
Everything 
around 
you is 
only an 
lilusion! 

Hah! You can't fool me! 
This isn't illusion! 

This is Mars and I'm 
in a real hotel! | have 
this bill for $175 for 
coffee and Danish 
| ordered from room 
service to prove it! 

Where the 
hell have 
you been? 

He probably 
worked for 
@ public 
utility 

‘company Who when he 
was back 
on earth! 

Tm your wife, 
that's who! 

Where did you 
vanish to? 
How tong. 

does it take 
to buy milk? 

‘Oh, God, did 
| forget to 
buy milk 

again? Some 
things are 
so hard 

for me to 

‘We've got to 
get out of 
this areal 

Careful, this might Hah! You 
be a trap! Who fell 
ever heard of for 
anyone getting our 

a taxi when they “phony 
really needed one? 

Wrong! UW He 
Iknew [] charged 
he was me 

a only 
phony! $5 

for 
a $5 

NY Cs 
aS 

? What did it feel like to have a theater named after you, and your picture on the side of a hotel in 

All of those things have happened to me, but all those things I had some control over. All those things 1 
worked for. But being ina MAD parody, I didn’t work for. didn’t & en really get lucky — it just happened, 

All of a sudden T was sucked into a world that was full of people like me,and now I was part of it. Wow. 



No, we used this 
T don't know! 
Was | really 
caught, or 
am | just 
dreaming 
that | was 

it all depends! if I'm 
not dreaming | caught 
you, then | did catch 
you, and this is your 

real wife! It | am 
dreaming, then you 
and your dream wife 

are free to go! 

V'm getting such a | [ No problem! 
headache from all 

thist We've got 
to erase Quad's 

memory 50 there'll 
be a few less 

people around here 
to confuse me! 

same machine on 
President Reagan 

back on earth 
during the 

Contra hearings 
Doctor ‘and look what 
Sleeze? 

Quad, your strong, “{ My God, took! 
He's tearing 
the machine 
apart with 
just his 

bare hands! 

That can only —= 
mean one thing! 
Sy 

What's he's 
dreaming 

Rambo! 

Everything’s okay! 
| wiped out Hagen- 
Das and his gang 

|] and 1 turned the 
g} generator back on! 

Now if | could 
only find my 
real identity! 

Years later, Bill Gaines came to our Broadway show and I trembled as I shook his hand. He asked me out for lunch and then 

We have good news and we 
have bad news! The good 
news is, we used Hagen- 
Das's computers to un- 
ravel your roots! The 

bad news is, we learned 
you have a long-lost 

moral code 
EH] prevents you 
§] from harming 
EH an unarmed mar 

doesn’t prevent me 
from unarming 

you 2 little more! 

Hey, bro! It's good to 
finally meet you! Wow! 
You have mom's eyes! 
Too bad you also have 

I] her arms and thighs, too! 

Oh, no! My twin brother's 
a'horrible mutant! This 

is too much for me to take! 
How much will it cost to 

erase any memories of him? 
~- 

chose to die rather than take a chance of being stuck with the check, So I met him only that one night at our show and it 

was a thrill, but meeting Bill himself was not as big of a thrill as seeing my face and name in that magazine, 

I was finally home. And there's only one way to sum that up: It’s crackers to slip a rozzer the drops’ 
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MAD #242/OCTOBER 1983 

hy Richard Williams 
jut the editors kept comins ack to me with new cover ARTIST But the editors kept coming back ith 

assignments. And I'm very glad they did! Over the years, working 
with everyone at MAD and getting to know them has been the 

i y favorite cover would have to be the first one | did. Of highlight of my career as an illustrator. After a while they were no 
course | had read MAD as a kid, but at the time that longer a “client,” they were friends. 
they commissioned me to do this cover | hadn't seen the it has been and continues to be a wonderful experience to be 

magazine for many years. | almost turned it down. | was still new to associated with MAD and the people who create it. | could never 
the field of illustration and this was just one of many jobs| was doing _ claim to be a great artist but | can say | have been an extremely 
at that time. No big deal; | would get it done and move on to the fortunate artist. That first cover changed the course of my life. And 
next client. to think | almost passed up that fabulous opportunity. 



A WORSE MOUSETRAP DEPT. 

‘The big corporations have always depended upon “Planned Obsolescence”, the calculated rapid breakdown in 
acceptable design and performance of their products, to keep their coffers filled. Planned Obsolescence boosts 
sales and profits by insuring quick replacement of worn-out or outmoded items. Recently, consumer crusaders 

PLANNED OBSOLESCENCE 
TOILET PAPER REAL PERFORATIONS 

a ee PRINTED PERFORATIONS 

Careful examinations have disclosed that perforations 
alternate between real ones and phony ones. Phony ones 
are only printed on. Thus, when consumer gives normal 
yank, five feet of tissue cascades onto floor. Since 
‘consumer never suspects real reason, he vows time and 
again to be more careful next time, Of course, tis- 
sue on floor is discarded...and roll goes fast that way. 

aptieaks cetaceans 
OUTER CRUST 

REAL SOAP SS ee 
5 

antes to ene 

FAST EVAPORATING SOAP COMPOUND 

———$—<—- 

NEWLY UNWRAPPED 2DAYS LATER S DAYS LATER 

Most bars of soap will turn into slivers in about 5 days 
whether soap is used or not. This is due to presence of 

NUTS AND BOLTS 

“fast evaporating soap compound”—located between nor- 
mal outer crust and inner sliver—which is dissolved by air. 

— 
Sr 

Many ordinary nuts and bolts are virtually useless. 
For example, threads on bolts (A) are manufactured 
so that they cannot work with any ordinary nuts... 

m 
el wand threads on 

nuts (B) come to an 
end halfway inside. 

by Al Jaffee ost of us are not aware that planned obsolescence even exists. We just take for 
Jgranted that things have a short, limited life, wear out, and need to be replaced 

= often. But that was not always the case. Years ago a young consumer crusader named 
Ralph Nader set out to prove that as a matter of fact, manufacturers build breakdowns into 
their products so their consumers have to replace and pay for new ones over and over again. 

The original crusade against planned obsolescence involved major products which were 
expensive to buy and repair: Items such as automobiles, washing machines and television sets 

WRITER/ARTIST 

like Ralph Nader have been exposing the despicable practice of Planned Obsolescence in the automobile and 
appliance fields, But the use of Planned Obsolescence in Jess spectacular, but no less important products, that the 
average consumer cannot do without, has been totally ignored. And so, to fill the gap, here's a MAD report on 

IN EVERYDAY PRODUCTS 
ARTIST @ WRITER: AL JAFFEE 

Investigation shows how lead is placed in many pencils today, and the kinds of points you get when you sharpen them. 

oop BAD oop BAD oop BAD Goop 

Note that every other point is bad. As a result, when the 
consumer sharpens pencil, he keeps doing it until he gets 

a good point. Thus, he uses up this pencil twice as fast 
as a well-made one, and the sharpener is usually blamed, 

EXPLODED VIEW B ZIPPERS VIeWwA te 
-rsay) 
Trai) ZIPPER TEETH SEORURR NTS 

Noro | 

~ A ‘ 
N23 

a > 
> 
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The zipper is so foolproof that it could be made to last 
forever. But what good would that be? So, as in exploded 
view (B) above, we see how a carefully placed metal file 

ELECTRICAL UNIT PULLCHAINS 
> t és 

arf , (ad) £. 2 "SE. Sg 

LAMP SOCKET 
PULLCHAINS 

METAL FILE 

HEPECE Sagcce 
[ DP iS eRbRRE - RE é 

in every closure unit goes to work on the zipper teeth as 
it moves up and down over them, wearing them out quickly. 
This causes gapping, jamming and—best of all—replacing! 

@ 

One link in almost every 
electrical unit pullchain 
has a built-in weak spot. 
After short period of use, 
pullchain breaks and en- 
tire unit must be discarded 

= --sbecause the weak link is 
always located inside unit. 

BUILT-IN WEAK SPOT 

were in this category. Manufacturers could easily insert undetectable weak spots into these complicated devices 
so that when they broke down it appeared to be either normal wear and tear or the fault of the user. This scheme 
worked so well it created ancillary industries, like repair shops and replacement-parts manufacturers. 

This attracted the attention of other manufacturers of small, uncomplicated items in everyday use who wanted to 
get in on this profitable new business model. 

Take, for example, the original ketchup bottle. It had a cleverly designed narrow neck that prevented too much 
from pouring out all at once. That was good. But then came the bad part. After a while the ketchup thickened, as 
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ADHESIVE TAPES 
‘TAPE COATED WITH. 
REGULAR ADHESIVE 

‘TAPE COATED WITH. 
SPECIAL ADHESIVE 

First three feet of most adhesive tapes are coated with —_best to tape itself. This makes it virtually impossible to 
the normal adhesive and unrolled easily. But after that,a remove more than one inch of tape at a time, and the 
special adhesive is used which has been designed to stick disgusted consumer, thinking it's just old, buys new roll. 

STAPLES 

Most bars of staples look perfectly innocent. But every can't penetrate even one sheet of paper. It simply turns 
third staple is actually made of soft, inferior wire that into one of the grotesque shapes shown and is discarded. 

CIGARETTES 
‘Most new long cigarettes actually burn down more quickly than old shorter types, thanks to specially-developed tobacco. 

A B c 

TOBACCO BETWEEN “A” TOBACCO BETWEEN “B" AND “C"" IS SPECIALLY-DEVELOPED NEW TYPE 
AND “8” IS REGULAR (IMPREGNATED WITH PARTICLES OF GUN POWDER) WHICH BURNS DOWN 
SLOW-BURNING KIND IN A SPLIT SECOND SO CONSUMER QUICKLY LIGHTS UP ANOTHER ONE, 

Alternate sheets of many brands of facial tissues have been specially die-cut to create a built-in failure feature. & 

WHEN A SPECIALLY DIE-CUT SHEET IS USED, IT IS 
TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE AND EMBARRASSING, CAUSING 
CONSUMER TO QUICKLY GRAB FOR ANOTHER TISSUE. 

CENTER SECTIONS OF ALTERNATE 
FACIAL TISSUE SHEETS ARE HELD 
IN PLACE BY FOUR TINY FIBERS. 

intended by the manufacturer, and no matter how hard you shook, smacked or pounded the bottle, the remaining 
10%, 20%, or more never came out and required the consumer to go out and purchase another bottle. Peanut butter 
manufacturers came up with a different and equally brilliant way of gaming the system. They had jars designed with 
attractive, intricately sculpted bottoms. Thus, when the user reaches that area inside the jar there is no instrument yet 
invented that can reach every bit of peanut butter that fills these nooks and crannies. All one can do is toss it and buy 
another jar just like it. 



TEA LEAVES YeccH! 

SECRET OPENING WS 

Many teabags are made with secret openings that are cleverly When secret opening is unsealed, tea leaves escape 
concealed to prevent discovery by inspection, These openings into the water, and unwary consumer is forced to 
are sealed with a non-toxic glue that dissolves in hot water. dump it out and start all over with a new tea bag. 

NAILS 

A close scrutiny of the nails offered for sale to home section of soft lead (“A” to “B”) which bends under impact 
workshop buffs reveals that a high percentage of them may _ of first hammer blow. Amateur carpenter naively thinks it 
Jook normal but are actually manufactured with a 4 inch is his bad aim, pulls out bent nail and uses another one. 

NORMAL 

‘TREATED 
BobY 

Many matches when struck, spark, sputter and then go out. match has been treated with a flameproof chemical! A box 
User thinks match is wet and takes another one! Actually, of 50% bad matches like these gets used up mighty fast. 

PLAYING CARDS 

It’s a well-known fact that one bad card ruins an entire deck. 
That is why many card manufacturers place invisible cut-lines 
on corners of one or two cards in each deck. Corners break off 
after a few short hours of play. Card players attribute breaks 
to clumsy oaf partners and innocently go out and buy new decks. 

INVISIBLE 
‘CUT-LINE 

Then there's the planned obsolescence in coffee shops and restaurants. We're all familiar with the little packets 
of sugar, ketchup, mustard, jam, etc. The food industry loves these because most of it goes to waste and must be 
constantly replaced. Even unopened packets have to be discarded because of health laws. 

This idea was so intriguing | simply had to create an article for MAD imagining how this could be applied to all 
everyday products. 



‘Today, many screwdrivers are made with a soft lead tip _ after one use, tip ends up looking like rounded fingern: 
so it looks like it has a clean, square edge before use, But .-.and is about equally as effective for driving screws. 

SANDPAPER ENLARGED CROSS-SECTION OF NORMAL 
SANDPAPER AFTER TEN MINUTES USE 

ENLARGED CROSS-SECTION OF PLASTIC 
SANDPAPER AFTER TEN MINUTES USE 

Normal sandpaper is made with tiny particles of ordinary _ tiny particles of simulated sand (plastic) which wears 
sand which has sharp cutting edges that last a reasonable flat in no time. Buyer must replace it or wear himself 
time. Many companies are turning out sandpaper madewith down faster than he'll ever wear down what he's sanding. 

RUBBER ERASERS 

LIVE RUBBER 
COATING. 

VULCANIZED 
RUBBER CORE 

In appearance and use, many rubber erasers seem perfectly normal 
-..for a while! But when the 4 inch layer of “live” rubber is worn 
off, the hard rubber core renders the rest of the eraser totally useless. 

Most paperback book publishers equip their products with the book and turns the pages, binding is broken half-way. 
special “one-use" bindings made from rigid-drying glue | When book is closed, binding is broken rest of the way. 
which limit books to one reader, When buyer first opens ‘The next time the book is opened, all the pages fall out. 



6/4/10 John Ficarra’s rough 6/4/10 Sam creates a digital 6/21/10 Mark Fredrickson 6/22/10 He then gives us 
sketch kicks things off comp to give a feel for the starts out by trying an a front view with Alfred 

final cover overhead view facing the reader 

6/22/10 We see how the 6/22/10 Mark decides to 6/22/10 He revamps his 7/1/10 This version is labeled 
front view looks more {go back to our original rendering of the “More Progress” by Mark 

closely cropped composition. cil-soaked waves 

| CURBLICKESTISEUEWET! \y 

7/7/10 Waves have been 7/14/10 We receive Mark's 7/15/10 ...until he sends 7/15/10 The final cover, 
added to the larger body finished art and hail it as us this revamped version with type design by 

of oily water a masterpiece... the next day Ryan Flanders 

othing stresses me out like cover meetings. Coming up with a great cover for MAD is not an easy task, and there are instances 
in which we've had daily meetings for several weeks before arriving at the right idea. Even when inspiration hits quickly, there's 

= still the intensive process of comping up the cover to iron out all the details, assigning it to an illustrator, and working with him to 
achieve exactly what we're looking for. 

The cover of MAD #505 was inspired by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, and the basic idea came to John Ficarra 
pretty quickly. He pictured Alfred E. Neuman on a beach, sunning himself, as a huge wave of oil came rushing in to engulf him. | loved the 
idea at first sight, thinking a cover that was 80% oil with a little sunbathing Alfred in the corner would make a great design, and set off to. 
comp it up, using photographic imagery borrowed from the internet. 

(Once that was given the go-ahead, | contacted Mark Fredrickson, our regular cover artist and a Photoshop wizard. He played around 
with the idea at first, trying different points of view, until he settled on something very close to my comp. From there it was three weeks of 
constant back-and-forth, as Mark labored to create a sea of petroleum that was not only convincing, but in its own oily way beautiful to look 
at. Hardly a day went by that we didn’t receive at least one new version that was slightly different from the last. 

Mark is such a perfectionist that, after we accepted his finished artwork — feeling we had a masterpiece on our hands — he worked 
through the night to come up with a totally overhauled (and even more impressive) rendering. It didn’t stop there; after the issue had been 
printed and bound, Mark called me to ask if it was too late to tighten up a few details! (Yes, Mark, it was too late.) — Sam Viviano 
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hy Anthony Barbieri 

TUNING FORK DEPT. 
Nearly all Popular Songs these days are written 
about “love”... falling in love, falling out 
of love, two-faced love, lost love, unrequited 
love, etc. But love is only a small part of our 

lives. What's really important is food! Not only 
does eating food take up a great deal of our 
time, but it’s also absolutely vital to our sur- 
vival. After all, you can’t live on love alone! 

SONGS OF 
THE DELICATESSEN CANTATA 

(Sung to the wne of “Hello, Dolly 

Hello, Delly! 
This is Joe, Delly! 
Would you please send up a 

nice comed beef on rye! 
A box of Ritz, Delly! 
And some Schlitz, Delly! 
Some chopped liver and a 

sliver of your apple pie! 

aye? 
Turkey legs, Delly! 
Hard-boiled eggs, Delly! 
With tomatoes and 

potatoes you french-fry! 
Oh 
Please don’t be late, Delly! 
‘Cause | can’t wait, Delly! 
Delly, without breakfast | will die! 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER, JR. 

THE HOT PIZZA 
There's a strange new dye SERENADE On my fav-rte tie (Sung to the tune of Igotitwhen late 

There's ASmall Hotel”) He Pinal 

There's a glob of goo 
‘On my new suede shoe— 
I got it when | ate 
Hot Pizza! 

Each time that | eatit 
Jam dripping Mozzerella! 

I need an umbrella— 
Sloppy fella! 

When my clothes have spots 
Thick as polka dots, 
I scrape the greasy stuff 
From my collar, shirt and cuff 
‘And know I’ve had enough 
Hot Pizzal 

THE AIRLINE ANTHEM. 
(Sung to the tune of “Tonight”) 

In flight! 
In flight! 
They serve great food in flight! 
The sirloins are so tasty and rare! 

In flight! 
In flight! 
| try to eatin flight! 
But it just doesn’t work in the air! 

In flight! 
Those headwinds we are bucking! 
And soon | am upchucking! 
Oh, what a sorry sight! 

I'm white 
With fright 
From trying to hold down every bite 
In... flight 

the real ones they're based on. It started when the platoon of old 
= ladies who sat on the stoop outside my Brooklyn apartment demanded 

entertainment. | immediately busted out with MAD’s hot new tune, “Bad Breath 

{ BME] ince | was about six, I've known Frank Jacobs’ fake songs more than 

Ballad" (,..to the tune of Moon River"). Chopped liver! Onions on the side... 
It killed (the charges were later dropped). From that moment on, it was all 

about MAD. “Dave Berg this” and “Snappy Answers that.” But Frank Jacobs 

You gotta eat once in a while! Well, with this 
startling new thought in mind, MAD proudly 
glorifies this essential area in our lives with 
a collection of stirring and succulent... 

FOOD 
WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 

THE MEAT-EATER’S LAMENT 
(Sung to the tune of “Downtown") 

When you eat meat, 
But hate the meat that you're eating— 
Then you've surely got 
Ground Round! 

It’s so unnerving 
When they're constantly serving 
In an eating spot— 
Ground Round! 

Itmay be called a Chopped Steak, a Salisbury, 
or Beef Patty! 

No matter what it’s called, it's always 
over-cooked and fatty! 

What can you do? 

Sound off to your waiter there— 
And loudly pound on your table, stand up on 

your chair 
And shout: 
“Ground Round! 

led on my plate | see 
‘Ground Round! 

jways you're conning me! 
round Round! 
hy must it always be 

“Ground Round! 
“Ground Round! 
“Ground Round . 

THE CHINESE RESTAURANT CHANTY 
(Sung to the tune of “Oh, What A Beautiful Morning”) 

‘There’s a bright golden glaze on the Egg-Roll! 
There's a bright golden glaze on the Egg-Roll! 
The hot Egg Foo Yung 
Really pleases the tongue! 
The tea’s in the pot 
and our waiter’s named Chung! 

Oh, what a glorious dinner! 
‘Oh, what great Moo Goo Gai Pan! 
We're having 28 courses— 
Thanks to the Family Plan! 

All the Noodles are covered with Soy Sauce! 
All the Noodles are covered with Soy Sauce! 
We're feeling no pain ee = vil 

ah ‘Cause our plates all contain 
A big double portion of Sub Gum Chow Mein! 

Oh, what a glorious dinner! 
We'll fill our bellies, and then— 
One hour after we've eat-en— 
We'll all be hungry again! 

THE HEALTH FOOD HYMN 
(Sung to the tune of “'m In The Mood Far Love”) 

I'm eating food for health! 
“Cause it is so nutritious! 
Though | hate all the dishes— 
'm eating food for health! 

Spinach and eggplant soup! 
Steaks that are made of soybeans! — 
Though | do not enjoy beans— 
I'm eating food for health! 

Turnips with wheatgerm dressing 
May a bad smell produce— 
Though it may be depressing = 
I'll wash it down , .. with cabbage juice! 

Blackstrap molasses pie! 
Yoghurt on rhubarb shredded! 
Though they're all foods I've dreaded— 
'm eating food for health! 

was something special. He wrote over 575 Articles for the magazine, more than 
anyone. So blame him, folks. 

He was THE song parody pioneer. For an aspiring comedy kid, Frank was like 
Bruce. Vilanch. He was my Dylan. McDermott. | can keep going with this... 
A few years back, | got a chance to meet him at Nick Meglin’s retirement party, 

hosted by fellow MAD legend Amie Kogen. The wine and cheesy jokes were 
flowing, Starstruck, | introduced myself to Frank just as someone knocked over a 



THE SONG OF WINE-LOVERS 
(Sung to the tune of "Hello, Young Lovers”) 

Hello, wine-lovers, whoever you are! ) 
Thope your cellars are stocked! 
Suavely you sip in your elegant style- 
While you get suavely crocked! 

Be sure, wine-lovers, whatever you do! 
Be sure your wine is well-racked! 
Smoothly inspect both the label and year— 
While you get smoothly swacked! 

You always show class 
When you're sipping a glass 
Of imported sauternes that you've poured! 
You look so genteel 
While you neatly conceal 
That you're smashed—and drunk as a lord! 

Beware, wine-lovers, whatever you do! 
Beware your vice isn't known! 
Let all the clods drink the booze and the beer! 
You'll have a buzz of your own! 
You'll have a buzz of your own on wine! 
You'll have a buzz of your own! 

THE BAD BREATH BALLAD 
(Sung to the tune of “Moon River”) 

Chopped liver! 
Onions on the side! 
My social life has died 
From you! 

My friends shun me! 
They out-run me! 
The smell of my breath is slow death, 
Sad but true! 

Your odor's— 
Twice as bad as beer! 
And people who drink beer 
Agree! 

1... know... that... your smell 
Will not end! 
Always I'll offend! 
My halitosis friend! 
Chopped liver 

THE ICE CREAM PARLOR POLKA 
(Sung to the tune of “Surrey With The Fringe On Top") 

Every day is really a fun day 
When | eat a big gooey sundae— 
When | eat a big gooey sundae 
With the nuts on top! 

Cara-mel sauce all gluey and gummy! 
Blobs of cream all tasty and yummy! 
Gobs of fudge that drop in my tummy 
With a slow plip-plop! 

A cherry’s a-sittin’ on a pineapple slice! 
The marshmallow syrup’s all sticky! 

Which may be why I'm feelin’ icky! 

Though my figure’s taking a beating 
From this glob of goo that I'm eating 

‘Cause | just can’t stop 
Eating all those gooey sundaes 
With the nuts on the top! 

THE BALLAD OF THE BULGE 
(Sung to the tune of "Bewitched, Bothered And Bewildered") 

I'm yecck again! 
A wreck again! 
My belly is bloated to heck again! 
Distressed, dreary and dyspeptic 
Amit 

ee 
Subdued again). ————7 > 
By food again! 
{’'m in that furshlugginer mood again! 
Distressed, dreary and dyspeptic 
Ami! 

I can say why I'm dismal 
If the question were posed \ 
There's no more Pepto-Bismal! 
And every drug-store’s closed! 

No glee again! 
In me again! 
My stomach feels like World War lil again! 
Distressed, dreary and dyspeptic 
Ami! 

glass of vino behind him, Frank mumbled that he'll “probably get blamed for this” 
and bolted. That was that. 
Amagical moment. 
There will only ever be one Frank Jacobs but, sadly, there will be a ton of his songs. 
Thanks, Frank, 



INSERT OUCH! DEPT. WRITERS: JOE RAIOLA AND CHARLIE KADAU 

‘There's a Sunday newspaper supplement that appears in hundreds of newspapers all over the country. 
It's supposed to make the paper more informative and entertaining, but we say it's nothing but abig... 
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WRITER 

he Sunday newspaper insert Parade was such a parody- (i ready publication, | had thoughts of what a spoof of it 
might be like even before | joined the MAD staff. Its 

“Personality Parade” questions that always read as fake as the 
letters to Penthouse, the uninformative “Intelligence Report,” the 
lowest-common-denominator columns and ridiculous ads were all 
the ripest of fruit for a MAD send-up. 

(MAD 7#321/SEPTEMBER 1893 

In MAD‘s (cheap!) tradition of not hiring professional models, 
office staffers, contributors and friends posed for the cover and 
interior features. Artist Sam Viviano (now MAD's art director) didn't 
take a byline credit because even though he had “aped" the styles 
of artists for other MAD features, he was a friend of and socialized 
with the artists he was spoofing in this article. (At least that’s what 
he told us.) As for Joe Raiola, | could not ask for a better friend or 
collaborator. (65 articles and counting.) We both like nothing better 
than getting the other to laugh, and when we do, we know we have 
a line we can use. We did a lot of laughing while writing “Charade.” 
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WALTER SNOTT'S 

Personality Charade 
Want the drt? Innuendo? Lies? Write Walter Snott,Box 4621, New York, NY 10185. Foo's name willbe usedunless otherwise requested. Volume of mailmakes writing phony letters anecessity. 

Stewart and Gorbachev: Separated at birthmark 

Q. How could a renowned world leader 
such as Mikhail Gorbachevdemean 

himself by playing the captain in “Star 
Trek: The Next Generation” Doesnt this 
respected statesman realize this is a step 
down from bringing freedom and democ- 
racy to the former Soviet Union?—Sarita 
Taff. Neckband, SD. 

You are confusing Mikhail Gor- 
bachev with the British actor Pat- 

rick Stewart who portrays Captain Jean 
Luc Picard on “Star Trek: The Next Gen- 
eration.” As of this writing, Gorbachev 
has no plans to appear in a syndicated 
science fiction series. 

He's still single, girls 

Q. After seeing the 1991 smash "Home 
Alone” I've become interested in the 

actor Macaulay Culkin. Is he married? 
Does he have any children? Grandchildren? 
—Harry Suffocating, Sinking fast, Wash. 

Despite persistent rumors, his 
.« publicist insists that Macaulay 

Culkin, 10, has never been married and 
has no children. He was the star of the 
1991 smash “Home Alone” 

Q.: hear that comedian Bill Cosby, 
star of one of the most popular sit- 

comsintelevision history, is now a destitute 
homeless man, living out of dumpsters in 
San Diego where he must compete with 
rats for maggot-infested scraps of dis- 
carded food. My question is this: Whatever 
became of Eppy Stickel, the man who cap- 
tured the hearts of America when he nearly 
lost his life in a freakish shampooing acct- 
dent?—Cherry Oddbodkins, Dead City Ala 

Phillip “Eppy” Stickel, $4, the man 
who captured the hearts of Amer- 

ica when he nearly lost his life in a freak- 
ish shampooing accident, currently re~ 
sides in Tampa, Florida where he leads a 
reclusive life. He has not washed his hair 
in 27 years. 

Selleck on New York corner 

Q. Js it true actor Tom Selleck has the 
power to make himself invisible? 1 

need this answer to settle a bet. Might he 
have been in my home and I not have 
known it2-Jennifer Izbrick, Hopeless Junc- 
tion, Ind. 

‘You lose the bet. While actor Tom 
Selleck, 48, does have the ability to 

appear and disappear at will, he assures 
us he has never been in your home. 

Q. Of the following three celebrities, 
which one would be most likely 10 

sue you if you printed falsehoods about 
them in your magazine: Susan Lucci, 
Luke Perry, Hammer?—Barney Wagon- 
blast, Cupentuck, NM. 

A There's one sure way to find out: 
«Susan Lucci launders money for 

the Medellin drug cartel. Luke Perry sup- 
ported Saddam Hussein during the Gulf 

War, Hammer is one of America’ largest 
traffickers of pornography. We will an- 
swer your question as soon as we hear 
from their lawyers and let you know as 
soon as we receive our first subpoena. 

Q. Was The Lucy Show’ Gale Gordena 
homosexual? Ifnot, why did he have 

a womans name? And what about Glenn 
Close and Mel Harris? Theyre women but 
they have ments names. Are they lesbians? 
—Mabel Duck, Hangover Falls, Mass. 

We were very excited when your 
question arrived because it con- 

tains everything a good Personality 
Charade question should have: celebri- 
ties, sex, a hint of scandal, and the antici- 
pation of forbidden secrets about to be 
revealed. That's why we're happy to print 
your question, even though we have abso- 
iutely no idea as to the answer. We do, 
however, have some juicy tidbits about 
Richard Gere, but since you didn't ask, 
too bad! 

Actresses Jessica Lange and Sissy in old, 
‘outdated photos we found behind a file cabinet 

Q. Iam very interested in Jessica 
Lange. Can you tell me where she 

lives? How often does she leave her house? 
Where does she shop for groceries? What 
routes does she follow to and from work? 
Does her property have adequate security? 
Does she lock her doors at night? Is it pos- 
sible to jimmy open her upstairs bathroom 
window and sneak inside?—Herb Chibbers, 
‘Siagnant, New. 

While itis possible to jimmy open 
‘the bathroom window of two-time 

‘Academy Award winner Jessica Lange, 
4, it would require a large ladder which 
may be too cumbersome fora lonestalker 
to maneuver. May we suggest the home of 
fellow two-time Oscar recipient Sissy 
Spacek, 44, who is known to leave her 
basement door unlocked. 



Laugh Charade 
CHARADE'S SPECIAL 

Unintelligence Report 
Because of volume of mal received, Charade regrets it gave outs address. 

We know there's nothing wrong with him. We'd like to 
put him to sleep anyway. 

How quaint! An old-ashioned street brawl! 

The Face Isn’t Familiar 
jealth and adoring fans are two things your 
favorite celebrities have in common, but here's 
something they don't: their looks. The Philadelphia 
based group Celeb-Watch reports most famous 
people look nothing alike. “Some public figures 

like James Woods have bad complexions and misshapen lips,” 
says Celeb-Watch President Vic Moron, “while others, such as 
Joan Rivers have beady little eyes and an oversized jaw.” His 
group has been studying celebrities’ features for the past six 
years. “It's surprising how many stars look nothing alike,” 
Moron adds. “Notice the thick, scruffy beard of Wade Boggs as 
opposed to the smooth, creamy complexion of Kim Basinger... 
No one would ever mistake one for the other” Celeb-Watch 
named these other prominent people who do not resemble one 
another exclusively for Charade: Mariah Carey and Brian 
Dennehy, Pauly Shore and Sister Souljah, John Madden and 
Dick Cavett, Dick Cavett and Mariah Carey. 

Three celebrities who look nothing alike. 

Legal Sparring 
he next time the President has to nominateanew 
Supreme Court Justice, don't be surprised if boxer Mike 
‘Tyson appears on his short list. Observers point out 
there is growing pressure to appoint a second African 
American to the high court, and Tyson, a political 

moderate, could receive both Republican and Democratic 
support. The former Heavy weight Champ has a reputation for 
being tough and he has a special understanding of men 
behind bars. Insiders speculate that if the Senate allows Don 
King to doall the talking for Tyson, as is usually the case, 
confirmation could be swift. As for his history with women, 
all agree that Tyson's record isn't much different than already 
appointed Justice Clarence Thomas. 

Free Government Help 
In Determining Your Age 

ow old are you this year? How old were you last year? 
The National Age Foundation has completed a three- 
year, 8 billion dollar study, the results of which can be 
found in a comprehensive series of booklets that will 
assist you in calculating your correct age. For 

instance, if you were born in 1978 (Series 4, Book 2), this is 
what your age will be in each of the following years: 
1993. 15 2008. 30 
TODO. Sacecennscenin SHB) ROB csavanninennasicnesantOS 
2001 sees R3 ROI... 36 
For a copy of the booklets, which were paid for with funds 
taken from the Health Care for the Needy Program, write to 
the National Age Foundation, Washington, DC. 
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Blight Ideas 
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Ask Marilyn 
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On the same day, 
a train leaves 
Denver Station at 
8:00 and another 
train leaves 
Chicago Terminal 
an hour later. The 
Denver train is 
pulling 15 boxcars 
and travels at 

67 miles per hour. The Chicago 
train is pulling 22 boxcars and 
travels at 55 miles per hour. Each 
boxcar on the Denver train weighs 
four tons. Each boxcar on the 
Chicago train weighs 31/2 tons. 
Both trains’ destinations are St. 
Louis. Which will arrive first? 
—Edgar Cheese, Empty Gap, Kan. 
Actually, neither train would arrive 
first. The only trains leaving Denver 
Station and Chicago Terminal are 
‘Amtrak trains, and they would surely 
derail and catch fire soon after their 
departure. 

Here's A Brainteaser 
From Me To You: 

MEALS ON WHEELS: 

Do you often get hungry while driving 
only to discover there's not a 
restaurant around for miles? Try 
storing food in your hubcaps. Even 

1g through mud puddles, 
the spinning tires keep salad greens 
dry and crisp. Meats stored in the 
rear hubcaps near the exhaust take 
ona smoky, barbecue flavor. Bon 
appetit! 

TICKETS? WHO NEEDS 'EM! 

Sneaking into high-priced events like 
basketball games, rock concerts or 
Broadway plays is a uniquely 
rewarding experience that nearly 
anyone can enjoy. The trick is to have 
a friend create a diversion—say, 
feigning a coronary, or strangling an 
unsuspecting passerby. The guy at 
the door will probably try to help and 
you'll be able to slip inside 
unnoticed. Enjoy the show! 

mney 
Hank and Sandy are both wa: 
windows outside a Manhatta 
‘skyscraper. Hank is on the 96th 
floor and Sandy is on the 89th. In 
afreak accident, they both begin 
plummeting parpiessty toearth at 
the same time. Sandy is clin; ing 
to his cleaning brush and fai 
safety harness, but Hank weighs 
40 pounds more than Sandy. Who 
will die first? (For answer, see 
next week's column.) 

Earn Extra Cash 

Want to make some extra cash and 
liven up your weekend at the same 
time? Dress up as a minister and go 
from door to door asking people for 
money. If they ask what the money is 
for, mumble something and run away 
from them. 

IDEA wi WEEK 

Me would like you 10 write this column for 

Health Secrets 
of The Ages?” 

I'm Dr. Grady Pounder, 

and I'm revealing just a 
few of my little-known 
health secrets in this 
ad...that’s because if | 
told you I’m revealing 
ALL of my little-known 
health secrets in this 
ad, you wouldn’t buy 

my book! 

Look at some of the amazing secrets 
revealed in this list 

> Taunt your liver into healing itself 
> Eliminate your blisters through collec- 

tive bargaining. 
> Hiccup your diarrhea away 
> Poor vision? Maybe your eyes are 

closed. 
> What your fingernails are telling you 
about your pancreas, 

> Why your pancreas is denying what 
your fingernails re saying about it. 

» Epilepsey...do you think we spelled it 
right? 

> Treat your sore gums to dinner and a 
movie. 

» Panicattacks? Maybe taking those little 
green pills in your medicine cabinet 
isn't sucha bad idea, 

> Are grapes following you to work? You 
‘may be hallucinating. 

> Strategies to prevent hat loss, 
> The vegetable that will have your big 

toe begging for mercy. 
‘To order Dr. Grady Pounder’s “Enervat- 
ing Health Secrets of the Ages,” cough 
into a napkin and send it along with 
$13.98 to: Sickness Publications, Com- 
municable Disease, Montana 09988. 
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hy Patrick Merrell 
WRITER/ARTIST 

ne day in 1999, | was in the MAD art room when a batch 
1 of Sergio Aragonés’ “MAD Marginals” drawings came 

in. He sends in four or five pages of these wordless 
drawings for each issue. At the time, Editor Nick Meglin would 
look them over and initial the approved cartoons. The art staff 
would then scatter them about the magazine wherever they fit 
(reduced to 60% of their original size). 

This particular batch was a little different. It was destined for 
issue #387, which had an eight-page cover article called “MAD 
Regurgitates the 20th Century.” All of the Marginals matched that 
theme, depicting famous 20th-century events. 

Sergio is one of the all-time great cartoonists — the stuff just oozes 
out of him — and he's a master of these pantomime drawings that 
tell a funny story in a microscopic space with almost no words. Seeing 
this special batch, | decided | needed to have one of the original 
pages. | picked out a favorite and arranged to buy it. 
‘Only two of these seven cartoons were used in the magazine. The E=mc* 

cartoon appeared on page eight and the immigration cartoon appeared 
on page 19. The others are making their debut in this book. Lucky you. 

” 



TRULY, LTS AN HONOR 
TO BE POOPED ON BY You, 

y THANK YOU. 

UFRD 

ARTIST: CHRIS HOUGHTON MAD ##520/APRIL 2013 
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FRANK ON A ROLL DEPT. 

SUMMERS LACKED EXCITEMENT BACK IN 18695 : > ty RESPONDING TO THE GAME'S DECLINE, THE OWNERS SPUN THEIR WHEELS, 
THE NATION HAD NO PASTIME, WHICH WAS NOT A HAPPY SIGN Om eZ Dy CONTENT TO RAKE IN TONS OF CASH FROM SWEETHEART NETWORK DEALS) 
THOUGH SOME TURNED ON TO GOLF OR CAUGHT THe FEVER OF CROQUET, ‘ 2, THE FANS, AGAIN FORGOTTEN, SEETHED AS TICKET PRICES SOARED: 

THROUGHOUT THE LAND DEEP SIGHS WERE HEARD OF BOREDOM AND DISMAY. e Zi IARIKE TWO!” RANG OUT THEIR CALL, WIG BASEBALL ONCE AGAIN IGNORED. 

M2 EWE YENRS HAVE WEAKENED BASEBALL'S HEART 175 PULSE IS FADING FAST: 
COMPETING TEAMS PROVIDING THRILLS WITH BALL AND BAT AND GLOVE, a 5 YeT HOPE REMAINS IT MAY RECLAIM THE GLORY OF 116 FAST: 

ANO, SPLENDOROUS IN UNIFORMS, PAID PLAYERS KNOWN AS “PROS)” for by ve k BUT NOW WE HEAR OF COCAINE BUYS AND. PLAYERS SNEAKING TOOTS, 

“TWAS BASEBALL, WONDROUS BASEBALL, AND WOULP BANISH ALL OUR WOES, Ales? $ . i e ANO GAMBLING RAPS AND SORDID SEKAND PALIMONY SUITS. 

THE GRANDEST GAME OF ALL IT WAS, AS FEW MEN WOULD DENY, 
AMERICAN AS MOM, THE STARS AND STRIPES AND APPLE PIE i 

FINE TEAMS WERE BUILT-- THE YANKS AND REDS, THE DODGERS AND THE CUBS, 
AND BLEACHERS ROCKED EACH AFTERNOON AS FANS CHEERED ON THEIR CLUBS, i 

GREPT HEROES REIGNED--THE IRON HORSE, THE BABE AND STAN THE MAN, 

THE PUKE AND TED AND JOLTIN’ JOE-- NAMES KNOWN To Ev‘RY FAN? 

MORE LOUD THAN CHEERS FOR PRESIDENTS OR MONARCHS OF THE WORLD WW 
WERE THOSE ACCLAIMING WINNING RUNS OR SHUTOUTS SMARTLY HURLED. ngs 

FOR MANY YEARS, THIS SPLENDID SPORT WITH GLADNESS FILLED CUR HEARTS, 
UNTIL, ALAS, THERE CAME THE URGE To TINKER WITH ITS PARTS 

WHERE ONCE ALL GAMES WERE PLAYED BY DAY, MOST NOW WERE PLAYED AT NIGHT? 
ACO HITTERS, LONG REVERED, SOON DISAPPEARED FROM SIGHT. ¥ 

NEXT GREEDY OWNERS MOVED THEIR TEAMS FROM CITIES LONG CALLED HOME: 
LEGS FELT THE PAIN OF ASTROTURF INSIDE SOME LEAKY DOME: 

THROUGHOUT THE LAND, DISGUSTED FANS WERE SICKENED BY IT ALLi 

MORE SEASONS PASGED AND MANY FEARED THE GAME HAD Lost If SOUL 
TOP JOUKS SOLD OUT TO ANY TEAM, BiG BUCKS THEIR ONLY GOAL: 

a WHILE IN THE STANDS NEAR-RIOTS RAGED AMONG THE SLOSHED AND STONED, y 
THEIR BEER SUPPLIED BY COMPANIES THE BALLCLUB BIGWIGS OWNED. Ax = LZ 
a as h : : Bo YO 

On, SOMEWHERE THERE'S A GRAND OLD GAME THAT'S FREE OF GREED AND gene, ~ ; 
A GAME VIKERE ONNERS HONOR FANS AND KEEP THEIR GUARANTEES)” “4 
AND SOMEWHERE JOCKS REMEMBER WHAT THE GAME [5 ALL ABOUT; 

But YoU CAN KISS THE PREAM GOODBYE --ALMIGHTY BASEBALL HAS Mes 
K K. O% ARTIST: JAMES WARROLA WRITER: FRANIC <TACOBS 

5 5 ‘ong before | ever knew what makes a great poem great, | knew that Frank Jacobs scale it’s all there. And in the big picture, the setup comes in stanzas, the transformation from past to present, all in service to the truth of the 
by Butch D'Ambrosio Was a great poet. I've always been partial to MAD's “Casey At The Bat” parodies and, punch line — which seems, to me, as relevant now as it did in 1989. But then, I'm not really a baseball fan; | just love the idea of taking these 

WRITER Hof the seven (!) the Internet tells me he wrote, this is one of the best. READ IT OUT iconic poems that sound incredible and making them MAD poems that sound incredible. (You did read it out loud, right?) | love that the 
LOUD! Seriously, | just did again. Rhythm? Rhyme? Meter? It's a master class in poetry. When | poem concludes with “has struck out,” as in the original, and that this is not a constraint, but a target, skillfully hit, just as a “sturdy batsman” 
sent my first submission to MAD —a 12-year-old boy's parody of "Casey At The Bat” —I didn’t slams “the leather covered sphere come hurtling through the air.” In this case, one might say that our Poet Laureate has hit it out of the park. 
know anything about scansion...prosoch 
does. This thing sings — and it’s funny. 

.stanzas...syllables...speling. | still don’t, but Jacobs A tip of the cap, also, to James Warhola’s art, which shares that classic look-close-and-keep-looking visual-gag-after-gag characteristic 
literation, wordplay, unexpected rhymes: on the micro that | always knew was a given whenever | submitted a piece with the words "funny picture here.” 



MANY UNHAPPY RETURNS DEPT. 

THE REJECTION SLIP 

se ay careee 98 
108° Aang that A Sgt Egeetion e508 
feed see shes 

4 enough to send me #) 3 you be kind aneyts complete My 

“dttor 

Dear 5: 

2S You Spas me EMStYBOL Flea) pteae say vd '¥"Is ay ‘slip! showing? 
Faha, (see Sketch), fer 

WRITER AND ARTIST: TOM HUDSON 

Cordialy, 
Meal B. 
A bert B. Feldstein, 

Editor : 

Memo 
FROM: : 
Williae M. Gaines 
Publisher 
TO: 
hl Feldstein 
Editor 

ear AL 
Sask happened 
‘showini xk. I think your, desk inting ts slip at 
Brent cover Bese bke fat SMES. Soke si mt costume + sical a real foor¥ ender with DAS {YES you 
gut at the oer 

BY 
that a check is sent 

p.s. Wil you see over idea. 
Vo uudson for this oF 

Eaitor 
MAD Magasine New York, New York 
Dear Sin: 
1 aa afraid that you have afesed th point of the whole ching, ty letter neo SVreguret for"gouto aes on ons ef yet Fejection, slip and net intended of contribution to your magazine. Seas 

Tim stil1 looking! (see sketch) 
ai ee 

us MIL 

toon by ‘OUs 

Enclosed pie, saps Tails Elton Coming! 
me 

"Drive-T; 
ntire off: 

MAD-1y yours, 

ae 

ok in pay. ep those” 

Movie" 
a fice, and artiois a Nbrive-tn 

by Tim Carvell 
WRITER 

are subject 
oblivious and cruel. 

hy do | love this piece? | guess because it’s hilarious, expertly paced, 
| and a model of economy in storytelling. It’s certainly not the fact 

" that it paints the portrait of the MAD offices as a place where writers 
ted to the whims of editors who can be, by turns, arbitrary, capricious, 

Absolutely not. 
Honest. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
What? Quit looking at me like that. 

man 00/0 1988 



dito 
WAD i; zine 
New York, Hew York 

Dear Hr. Feldstein: 

Yt thank enol I re~ 

ante Seb atte otous te would be 
for'ne’2o give up cartooning. 

You will be happy to know that T 
have burned all ay rejection slips 
and am embarking on # brand new 
career. 

Am enclosing ten cartoons that 
x attagre you gill find just Tight 
sane 

Sincerely, 



THE MAYAN CALENDAR... 

Things You Didn’t Know 
About the Mayan Calendar 

There was also a Mayan Calendar page-s-day version Certain calendars contain mysterious reminders 
with humorous Doomsday prophecies and quotes. that it's time to order calendars for next millennium, 

The so-called Long Count 
calendar was created daring 8 : 
hase of history Know a6 : y : BRON cxpating, stead ofa moon 

Tes Z 
Phase symbol, which is hove experts ould pinpoint 

bo the end date 

The date fon Adminitrative Z 
eon as ' Wa correspond most 

nes Se . perfect thogh they 
unchanged though Sy; =a ve the wo ending on 

the centuries. x sundown of the 20th. 

The calendar an only be prope onomers didn scent for nly be properly Mayan astronomer 
read usin version was found not far Jeap days, meaning wel all have to g> 

from beatiful and mysterious Mach thnough this apocalyptic Woy again soon 
rrechu, 
time of year. Chis tne brought o you 
hy the Peruvian Tourism Counc) ‘Archesogits estimate that ep 9 9549 of 

calendars were freebies handed out by anctet 
Sra, great, great, great grandfather tnsurance salesmen, and therefore thrown avety 

Some calendars were 
unearthed alongside 

lickers The Mayans were the first elture to refer Birthday? The Mayans realy concocted the whole 
to Wednesday as “hump day.” . thing as a practic! joke on future Historians 

s the hubbub of the Mayan Calendar/End of the World Prophecy reached fever pitch, writer Jeff Kruse 
sold us a “Fast Five” for our Fundalini Pages section called "Things You Didn't Know About the Mayan 

= Calendar.” Quick and fun; we asked artist Tom Bunk for a quarter-page illustration to accompany Jeff's 
five lines. A few weeks later, Tom showed up at the MAD offices with this spectacular, hilariously detailed piece of 
artwork, Even a person with limited editing skills such as myself instantly recognized that we had comedy gold on our 
hands. We asked Jeff to write more lines and the little Fundalini throwaway quickly grew to a center spread in MAD's 
“20 Dumbest People, Events and Things of 2012” issue. Enjoy poring over Tom's artwork. And be sure to keep an 
eye out for Stanley, my tuxedo cat, who (totally coincidentally) pops up in most of Tom's illustrations. — John Ficarra 
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| CAN’T BREATHE!! 

THANK YOU, 

STOPPA-DA-SNEEZIN’®! 

* Stoppa-Da-Sneezin” stops wheezing, coughing, snoring, crying, chafing, itching, 
burning, scratching, and, in some cases, breathing. It has not proven to be an effective 
remedy for sneezing. 

* Stoppa-Da-Sneezin” should not be used to treat ACUTE symptoms. It is mildly effective 
on very mild symptoms, and 100% effective on no symptoms. 

*Success Rate: More than 90% of the 2% that survived till the end of the controlled 
clinical study reported that they experienced something. 

#42 patients were given Stoppa-Da-Sneezin” and 42 patients were given a placebo. 

Some felt better and some didn’t. Tests would have been more conclusive if we had 
kept track of who got the real pills and who got the placebo. 

a i utside of MAD movie satires, my favorite things to write are ad 
by Dick DeBartolo parodies; the first thing | ever sold to MAD, 50 years ago, was 

= an advertisement take-off. My all-time favorite MAD ad was 
for a cold pill | called “STOPPA-DA-SNEEZIN’.” Those two-page drug ads 
are just ripe for satire. They start out with one page of total puffery that 

promises to cure anything from toe fungus to a bad accent, followed by 
another page that basically tells you that taking just one of the advertised 

WRITER 



SHO) eS BASIN =1=7 4 ieee A/V OL OWN =t =f Oe KOM ANOLE 
Before use: Check with your doctor and your pharmacist. Also, your pharmacist's doctor 
and your doctor’s pharmacist. Boy, you'll be busy! 

24-Hour Relief: Should occur over a 30-day period, averaging about 49 minutes of relief 
a day. 

Drug Use and Dependence: There is no indication that Stoppa-Da-Sneezin” is addictive 

or habit forming. Scientists in our marketing department are now working to try to 
correct that. 

Stoppa-Da-Sneezin” is not a substitute for other drugs. It IS however a substitute for 
MOP & GLO, Heavy Duty Lysol, WD-40 and Lo-Cal Cool Whip Topping. 

This product is available ONLY by prescription. However some unscrupulous pharmacies 
have been known to sell it under the counter. For a list of unscrupulous pharmacies, 
please contact us. 

SO) eS BVASSIN| = =74] Nise (om Wf C7 A lO) tm AOL ORS 
Ask your doctor. If your doctor recommends Stoppa-Da-Sneezin’”®, begin immediately. If 
your doctor does not recommend our product, tell him to call our Doctor's Gift Incentive 

Program immediately. 

This drug has been approved by the FDA (Fiendish Drug Administration). 

Are there any side effects? 
Thore are no known side effects, but your entire body may become numb, hot, cold, lukowarm and Insonsitive to pain. If you are able to drive nails into a 
cement wall with your forehead and not feel a stinging sensation, you might consider reducing the number of pills you're taking. Body Shrinkage: Fingei 
‘and toonails may shrink and fall off. At the very loast, they will become soft and may molt. Wear cheap socks while taking this drug. Impairment of Fe 
Studies with laboratory mice indicate no reduced sexual drive, therefor {he/she is sexually attracted 
to laboratory mice. Adverse Reactions: Nasal burning, bruising irritation, ), complete block- 
age of oxygen to the brain. Cardiovascular: May cause heart to slow down, sp re cases, heart will 
start to operate as a second liver. Vision: Blurry vision, watery eyes, conjunctivitis, peripheral edema and glaucor 
blindness while driving, pull over to the side of the road for a few minutes. If blindness persists, re-read product dosage inst 
Paresthesia, confusion, hyperkinesia, hypertonia, vertigo and the desire to burrow underground and live in a hole are other possible side effects. Also Axolot! 
‘may occur, Gastrointestinal: Hysopedsia, abdominal pain, diarrhea, flatulence, constipation, vorniting, ulcerative stomatitis, aggravated tooth caries, 
rectal hemorrhaging, hemorrhoids and melanoma may occur in "cry baby type” patients. Hair: May turn gray, curl, loosen, fall out, move, thicken, thin, recede 
fr start growing on the inside of the scalp. Hair growing on the inside is not particularly harmful, but it will make shaving and haircuts slightly more difficut. 
RHINITIS and IDIOPATHIC URTICARIA can occur, but only people who know what these words mean need be concerned. Blood Pressure: This drug should not 
bbe taken by patients with high blood pressure or low blood pressure. Or normal blood pressure, There are no adverse effects for people with no blood pressure 
Dosage: Two pills avery fo H symptoms persist, try four pills every two hours. Don't take more than 48 pills in 181 hours 20 minutes, or at on 
unless of course Stoppa-D: zin’® is near the end of its shelt life and you have to use it up quickly. Interaction with Food and Other Drugs: For best 
we recommend you do not eat 24 hours before, or 24 hours after taking Stoppa-Da-Sneezin™. if you are taking other drugs, triple the recommended dosage of 
‘Stoppa-Da-Sneezin’* co your body knows it in there! Explosion Hazard: While recammended dos: in a confined 
‘area near an open flame can result in a small explosion, estimated to be less than the equivalent of fiv sticks of dynamite, or 200 cherry bombs, 

This is a brief copy of the side effects. For a copy of ALL the side effects, 
call 1-800-212-ACHOO and ask for publication SDS-a7, volumes 1 through 26. 

STOPPA-DA-SNEEZIN”® “=: 
PHOTO: IRVING SCHILD WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

(MAD ##954/FEBRUARY 1997 

pills could kill you instantly. 
I had the most fun writing the STOPPA-DA-SNEEZIN’ side effects, which, 

as you can see, takes up a solid paragraph of tiny type. It was one of the 
few times | wrote something really fast, then read it, and actually broke 
myself up laughing. Hopefily it will make you laugh too. If it doesn’t, may 
| suggest a new companion product from STOPPA-DA-SNEEZIN’. It's called 
STARTA-DA-LAUGHIN'. Please, 
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“FOR YOUR 

EYES ONLY” 

“FAMILY 

FEUD” 
SPY VS. 
SPY 

DAVE 
BERG 

DON 

MARTIN 

AL 

JAFFEE 

.--and the usual gang of idiots are all in this issue of... 

PLAY THE MAD ACCORDION, 

| | | 03 

4 

IW! | I7o9a9t35250 

ARTIST: DON MARTIN 

hy Kit Lively 
WRITER/ARTIST 

= 
A 
| he cover of MAD #229 from March of 1982 is not only a 
\ great Don Martin gag, but also something of substantial 
sentimental value to me. As a teen — and like most MAD 

Magazine contributors, | suspect — | didn't have any friends. And 
certainly no girlfriend. When prom rolled around, my first impulse 
was to simply skip it. But a rare case of gumption took over, and | 
decided to go with my head held high, a copy of MAD Magazine 

No. 229 
MARCH 
1982 

OUR PRICE 

90Cc 
CHEAP 

MAD #4220/MARCH 1982 

on my arm. | selected issue #229 due to the fact that | was at the 
time unsure of my sexual preference, and the cover featured both 
aman and a woman. After a magical, whirlwind evening, the MAD 
and | found ourselves a nice room at the Holiday Inn. We were finally 
alone, and | was able to do the Fold-In, something I'd been aching 
to do all night. And even though | haven't seen this particular copy 
in years, and I'm sure many others have done the Fold-In since, I'll 
always know that | was the first. 



love MAD Magazine. It's the only magazine made by idiots for idiots, 

which explains why I’m still a subscriber. MAD is emblematic of 

what I value as an artist, which is “think for yourself” 

I first encountered MAD Magazine when I was 11 years old. My sister broke 
her leg, and my parents bought it for her while she was convalescing. So of 
course I took it, started reading, and soon became a glutton for MAD. bought 
all the books. would go to the movies and think,"What is MAD going to 
write about that?” I wrote letters to my parents like those letters to MAD, but 
Tnever sent anything in to the magazine because I was not organized enough 
to figure out how to get a stamp. MAD even inspired me to draw, but I drew 

conquistadors, not cartoons. I must have been a pretentious kid, because at 
ce portraits of guys on horseback. But I the time I was mostly into Renai: 

still loved MAD. 

One of the things I enjoyed the most about MAD was that it was so busy.The 
differing styles of the artists and the drawings in the margins were so engaging. 
When I read it now, revert back to being 13 years old, And while I didn't know 
half the songs that MAD was parodying or a lot of the political references, it 
made me want to dig up information on all of them. MAD inspired me to learn 
and to try to figure out who, or what, Alfred E. Neuman was. 

MAD was the first thing I ever saw that made fun of the world. And I didn’t 

just like that because I grew up in a house of Nixon haters — MAD made fun 
MAD was of everybody. They were a mysterious group of adults satirizing the duplicity 

of the “important” people, and that took fearlessness. MAD was brave. 

the only place MAD was a big influence on Mad Men. had gotten into the MAD book 
compilations and started reading about the high ‘50s. That's where I 

where you 7A SEE witwessea MAD's complete contempt for advertising and the people who do * 
it,and I started to get a picture of this drunken, callow, glib, selfserving ad 

anyth in eae But there was a little glamour to the way the world of advertising was 
depicted as well, and that glamour stuck with me. s a 

4 : Sn Tore 
anti-smok ZY. Mab Magazine made a physical appearance on Mad Met toa. n Season 1» 

5 the character of Paul Kinsey writes a play and puts it in his desk drawer'The 
Or mak ang Si UN play isexperimental and caustic and kind of an autobiographical fantasy 

of vengeance, as many first plays are. But what I love is that also in that 2 

oOo of alco holism. desk drawer is a copy of MAD Magazine. We put it there because it cut the 
. pretension of the play in half. It basically said: "You work in an ad agency and 

Or makin {JF youre reading MAD, which means you'r definitely not a complete boob” 

Those early issues of MAD attacked the hypocrisies of a 1950s society that : 
FUN Of TACISIM. perceives naitas noria,sAD' 9g le cay place where youd ee mnything 

: anti-smoking, and it wasn't afraid to make fun of alcoholism or sexism or 
OL SEXISM.  sacismWhich are all things I've targeted in Mad Men. MAD Magazine not 

only shaped my worldview, it taught me the crucial lesson that, when it 
° comes to art, there are no boundaries. 
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oe IT'S AN AD, AD, AD, AD WORLD DEPT. 

Flashback time. Let's go back to the early 1960s. Skies were blue, fish were 

jumpin’, polar bears had a place to stand and ad men were smoking, drinking 
and carousing, This was a difficult ime in America. Itwas before Netflix, Google, 
‘smart phones and texting. Yes, we're all thinking the same thing. How the hell 
could anyone live under such conditions? Let's peek in on the lives of some. 

Before | give my speech, | need a drink! I'm Grogger 'm Preggy Woesome. | started out per, creative Thave a tangled personal life and often Tim Pleat Crumble. '™m the im Jutt Holiday. I run the office 
Spilling — senior partner at the Spilling Hooper ad asa typist but I've worked hard and director at Spilling Hooper! g0 off on drunken binges. Through it all, go-to-quy for obnoxiousness! here at Spilling Hooper. | schedule 

agency. I'm what the early sixties advertising world is all I've come a long way! Now I'm a ma brilliant, smooth talking, [manage to look perfect. Doesn't matter \'m pretentious, ambitious, smug, meetings, | solve problems. 
about, It’s all Waspy white guys! Women are second class speed typist! |'m also a copywriter. hotshot ad man! in the boardroom if 'm in a fancy restaurant in New York or pompous and slimy. I'd come up If | have to, | can take shorthand, 

citizens. There is no equal pay for equal work. There Grogger may be sloshed, but he’s or the bedroom | get rave reviews. my head is stuffed in a toilet in Tijuana, with more adjectives, but | don’t | type 800 words a minute, 
are no gays, no Jews, no minorities, no immigrants. ight about one thing — women ARE ‘can sell floor wax to the public {always have a perfectly pressed suit and have the skill! ll let Preggy come | was voted "Miss Carbon Paper 

Even people with a tan have trouble getting in the door! second class citizens. Around here, and | can sell myself to women. a perfectly pressed white shirt and collar. up with them and then just take , 1961"! But no matter how 
\'m on my third drink and second wife. The scotch women don’t work with the men in In either case, | promise no scuff At the next Clio Awards ceremony, when credit. Who really cares? She's a [EE = brilliant | am, no matter how 

is aged 30 years, which is six more than my new wife! I'm again named Ad Man of the Year, I'm girl. It’s the sixties. It’s allowed. dazzling my stenographic skills, the office, they work under them! marks! | don’t know what that 
‘means, but | don't have to. going to thank the man most responsible My official title at Spilling Hooper: as far as the guys in the office God, 'm looped! Okay, the speech is over. Ineed a refill Which explains how | ended up 

‘And keep them coming for the next five pages! pregnant during my first year here!_|—| _I'm Dom Dripper. I'm a legend! for my success — my dry cleaner! Executive Account Weasel! are concerned...|'m a total bust 

(WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN 
ARTIST: TOM RICHMOND == 

season one, episode six. | have nothing to smile 
about. | was married to Dom Dripper. He was cold. 
He was distant. He Was obsessed with work and he 

: tantly cheating on me. It was a terrible of Spilling Hooper. Before that —_ | was cons i | : 
| was with BBD&O. Before that | was a ou ation. an were of ul zieen he’ sereut 

with Yak and Paulson and before that out the name “Joy.” When | confronte e sai 
| was with Phipps, Basinski, Newsom, it wasn't a girl, it was a dishwashing soap! The next 

Bobrick, Lazebnick, Monderer, Hooper, 2 ci night he shouted out the name “Muriel.” Claimed 
Hermanski, Bordegray, Pafko and . it was a cigar. The next night he shouted out the 
Terwilliger. When Iquit, the man name “Aunt Jemima.” Okay, one out of three! 
who paints the firm name on each 
partner’s door was carried away 
screaming. It’s a tough industry! 

MAD ##508/APRIL 2011 



‘Our firm is in deep trouble! ‘Any good news? py Lucky Strike 
Billings have shrunk by dropped us smoking habits! 100 million 

sixty percent! |'ve gathered || _ Shampoo is down the drain, Dr. |"* Lucky Strike | | eight months|| __ cigarettes were smoked in 
$ you here to update our} Scholl's may take a powder and Bell is thrilled America last week. 80 million of 
. > current account status. || Telephone is not returning our calls! |<] with us! 

“ 

pa a > 1 
Let's celebrate. Wits a week witha This weekend we Here are my Well, 

Let’s have a drink! |] Thursday in turned the clocks back. demands: Here’s my response: I guess 
=U | It’s actually ten thirty Iwant to be a No senior partner- some 

We're losing || You've got to slow the morning! | senior partner, |} ship, no corner office, [I] recognition 
accounts. down, Grogaer. Iwant a corner ff] but your name will be is 

What are we 4 It’s nine thirty in In that case, office and! J in the lobby — under better 
celebrating? | the morning! I'll have a double! want my name “Ungrateful Little than 

in the lobby! Sniveling Idiot”! none! 

. Sulky, That's not true! We've always 
j what is|[~ I'm the product ofa || wanted what's best for you. 

She's been kissing a \'m worried, it? Why jg broken marriage, I've || Now take some aspirin. | have 
picture of Howdy Doody. | | She'll be hitting all this J got this creepy step- || all these free samples! And 

fj She ate an entire package — _ puberty soon. rage father and you and wash them down with this 
G of light bulbs. She calls the [J] Those will be her | and _ ff Mom never showed me || fabulous 20-year old scotch! 

blender “Uncle Bobby.” difficult years! | \V anger? ff any love or affection! || You'll feel so much better! 
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Geez, 
Not 

another 
episode 

trying to 
black- 

mail me? 

tell them 
you cheated on 
your wife and 
had sex with 

hookers, drifters 
\d assorted 

circus people! 

everyone 
you're living a 

liet You've 

Big deal. 
Nobody cares 

Vi show them your Good 
drivers license news, 

photo with three Dom! Our 
hairs out of place! problems 

have 
Exactly how 
much do 

you need to 
keep quiet? 

No. I've created 
a high ball glass with 

a cigarette lighter 
attached! It will save 
Us both hours of time! 

Great! You've 
signed a new 

‘account? 
What isit, 

can't <=] — 
believe To get in the mood, let's }f thought | | We are. 
tm put a Bob Dylan 45 on |i we were But 

the phonograph, smoke ||} here for | | these 
jour |\| Parliament and then |) sex? are the 

‘Your “make out” rules? 

The show’s script rules! 
Every episode must 

throw in a whole bunch 
of “sixties” references! 

Can't We can, but 
what do you say 
we talk about 
Dick Nixon 

while we dance 
| the Twist first? Oni The Twilight Zone! rules. 

And! 
Even though have 

have it’s the also 
you sixties, we [J befriended 
done, must know |i) a Negro. 

my child? ‘our place! = 

And last 
night | had 
sex with 
a young 

There are social 
boundaries. 
‘We must 
do the 

right thing! 

Many of us have 
strayed in that way, 
my child, Hopefully, 
the Lord will forgive 

us for certain 
transgressions! 
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Hammy's good. 
He's real good! 

Our Sales Division 
may be struggling but 

our Television and 
Media Department is, 

a 
Hey, Hammy. hear there’s They say 

How're Kindof [J anewguy seen |] “Color |{ Won't work! Public won't 
F| things quiet ff calledJohnny || him. Tris go for it. There may be 

in the these |] Carson. He's || Too only a radiation! Well, gotta go 
Television days. taking over || mid- || couple [f now. I'm off to buy ad time 

and Not much |] The Tonight || western! | | of years || on some great new shows — 
F|__ Media going Show! He won't I'm Dickens, He's Fenster 

Jj Department? |} on. last! and My Mother the Car! 
] ; TT 
7) VV, 

—— 
Can Iget 

in good hands! 

You Okay, Something 
youany- || Adrink,a [had no flashback troubling 
thing, [5 smoke anda |] happy [} tolast night you, ad 
Mr. [] flashback to 5 times! [at the man? You 

Dripper? | | happy times! Dixie Hotel! |= “| seem distant 
tonight! 

| Preggy, Let's 
you and me 
“merge”! 

Itwas born with 

How do you know 
it was mine? 

Yeah, 
that 
sure 

sounds 

Pack your bags, 
babe, We're off to 
a romantic week- 
end in Saratoga! 

Again!? We | a smirk, instead of like 
had a fling B] erying it sneered, and {¥ my It’s over, 
three years ] all the other babies in|.) kid, Grogger! 
ago.ihad [J the hospital instantly || all You're a 

Fightt married man! 

\'m battling to keep a big 

= 
You're just after my body! your baby! despised him! 

ox) =?) 

ma 
hooker! Do 
\really need 
to know 
all this? 

Ineed to 
vent, You're 
easier to talk 
tothana 

psychiatrist. 
And cheaper! 

pharmaceutical account 
for the agency while 

juggling a problematic 
personal life! 

That didn’t seem to 
bother you at the 

Hamptons beach house 
or the Cape Cod cottage 

or that cozy bed and 
breakfast overlooking 

industrial Passaic! 

That hurts me, Jutt. | 
care for you very much. 
as a person! I can't get 
you out of my mind. 
Day and night | keep 

thinking about them... 
er, | mean you! 

Goodbye, Grogger! 
ee 

om 



ie | 
I think | 

finally found 
the right [30-44 demographic who once served 
woman. lin Korea have trouble settling down 

You're the fH And 82% of good-looking men with 
one, Fate!_}| a mysterious past who chain smoke 
ae Luckies, wear white shirts, like 

don’t think porterhouse steak, hate chicken 
so, Dom, and = pot pie and enjoy Newhart albums 

a market 
research 

here’s why... [J]_make horrible marriage partners! _ || consultant! 

————S 
thave great news! 

We've merged with a major chip companies! 
ad agency. We've inherited 2 All sound 

whole new bunch of accounts!_F} financially. All have 
a tremendous 

Who ARE future — well into 
these accounts?|. | the next century! 

Manville 
Company. 
they are 
the King 

: ie 
Lf They're allbiue | [ thesohns || TheHearst [| Underwood. They also 

| 

All my other Hmm, 
relationships were [J Which name? Vm 

complicated! You're ff The identity you ff starting 
different. You're ff stole from a dead 
sweet. | see no soldier named 

problems with you. ff) Dom Dripper, or 
Wow, [J Sol'masking you || the birth name 
this [J to be my wife! Will || you're ashamed 

isvery [you take my name? of — Dirk 
sudden! — Whiteman? 

Newspaper 
Chain 

Newspapers 

One of the world’s > represent Gimbels 
most respected Department Store 

typewriter and E.J. Korvette. 
will always be companies, Gentlemen, we have 
with us. Print Nothing will ever || hitched our wagon 
will never die! | | replace typewriters! toa gold mine! 

'm not hanging 
around! {have [Shuman 
a lucrative offer "specimen, 

from Johns They're 
Hopkins studying 
Hospital. my livert 

7 
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7. couldn't wait for the new MAD to come out. I loved 

. everything about it. I had a whole cartooning phase as a 

result, trying to draw like Jack Davis and Don Martin. Everything, 

Spy vs. Spy, Sergio Aragonés. I'd take it with me until I either lost 

it, or one of my friends stole it.1 think I actually subscribed for 

a while, which, given the general lack of organization in my life 

then, is saying a lot. 
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‘THE BEST SPLAYED PLANS DEPT. 

AN ARCHITECTURAL TRIUMPH 
PACIA & RAUHA 

_ARCHITECTS 

ARTIST & WRITER: AL JAFFEE 

hy Desmond Devlin 
rs) 

tA} | Jaffee is the man. He's the man who writes sharp, silly, angry but understanding, sophisticated but gross, upbeat but 

MAD #164/JANUARY 1974 

ingenious jokes about a slew of serious subjects, from hopeless. 
consumerism to repressed rage to political malfeasance When you spend a lifetime reading him, and I have, you see that 

to environmental decay to childhood angst. He's also the man who _ he's uncommonly interested in figuring out how things work, and 
draws funny pictures about 12-foot cigarettes and magic tricks and _ exasperated because things NEVER work. The piece | picked is Al's 
people forever puking up chicken bones and fish skeletons. He's “An Architectural Triumph.” Just look at that second page. It’s one 
the irreplaceable embodiment of MAD Magazine's range: smart but of the greatest, most astonishing “reveal” gags ever. What's 

9 



- ee a 

a awa ouk 

undrawn between the first and se Jes is pure Jaffee brilliance: all those people, 
Metin 12 complete that bu aaunore mybody peusing to asl, "What the hells 

lueprints, added an oaf and a 
bug, a ie soeeiacdlarea ving ta ciao 

atest aed isible ar are on in. Nol inane my hero, ‘A Jatt 



DADDY-O KNOWS BEST DEPT. 
Much has been written about the teenager of today—but in every article we've seen, one important 
fact has been overlooked or ignored: namely, that the teenager of today is the parent of to- 
morrow! Yes, frightening as it may seem, we cannot escape the fact that the rebellious adolescent 
of the present will someday become the mother-symbol and father-image for the rebellious adoles- 
cent of the future, So with this horrible thought in mind, MAD presents an article which sneaks 
a peek into the future for a glimpse of what ic will be like when coday's teenagers become... . 

ow 940} 208 YB 
Vout ano} 96K Kes. 

TOMORROW'S 
PARENTS 

ARTIST: WALLACE WOOD 

by Rick Tulka 
ARTIST 

i nthe summer of 1962, when | was seven years old, my 
neighbor gave me an old copy of MAD Magazine (April 

m 1961, Issue # 62). It was all torn and tattered and missing 
s cover. This was the first time | ever saw one. Since | already knew 

that | wanted to be an artist (yes, that is true) the visuals | saw, page 
after page, just astounded me! | never read it. | just looked at the 
pictures over and over, The one article that really stood out for me 

WRITER: GARY BELKIN 

was “Tomorrow's Parents," by artist Wallace (Wally) Wood and writer 
Gary Belkin. | couldn't get over Wood's drawings. The characters, 
details and scenes just blew me away. | didn’t have to read the 
piece to understand the story. His drawings were enough for me. | 
also knew that after that first viewing, | was addicted and needed 
to see more of this magazine. | happily bought issue after issue, 
and eventually | got a subscription and had my young brain melted 
by MAD‘s insanity. For the record, | still have that first tattered 
magazine that was given to me way back when. 
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By the 1970's, today's young people will have found the personal idols, The most popular names for boys in 1970 
answer to their respective teenage prayers, and many of will be Fabian, Frankie, Frankenstein, Bobby, Darin and 
them will have gotten married and become parents, As all Elvis. The most popular names for gisls in 1970 will be 
parents do, they will name their children after their own Tuesday, Wednesday, Annette, Funicello and Elvis, 

Here are ewo typical parents of 1975 —Fred and Ginger ‘When Tuesday and Kingston reach their teens, they've got 
(named after their own parent's idols) Typical — proudly all the things Fred and Ginger's parents refused to give 
posing behind their ewo children: five-year-old Tuesday them: their own rooms, their own phones, monogrammed 
Sandra Typical, and six-year-old Kingston Trio Typical. bongos, subscriptions to MAD, and a fifth-rate education. 

Yer, despite all these advantages, Fred and Ginger sense clothes lying around, read books, drink milk, wach only 
thar their children are nor turning out “right.” Tuesday Educational TV, hate Rock ‘n Roll, don’t go steady (even 
and Kingston keep their rooms neat and clean, nev ), and actually enj 



Sincerely worried about the strange behavior of their two 
teenage children, Fred and Ginger seck professional help. 
Reluctantly, they discuss the problem with a psychiatrist: 

Like, Ill clue you in on the bit in your own lingo, cats, 
50 you'll dig. Your kids are rebelling. Like, they're 

doing the opposite of what you'd like them to do just to 
‘way of being cool. But don't let 

ke, it's only a phase! You hip? 
== 

Where did But, Father! Like, don't 
we fail? Mother! That's cry, baby! 
What did what we want! Let's face 
we do I want to be Truthsville! 
wrong? 

Kingston's remarks are prophetic, In years to come, Fred 
and Ginger will forgive and accept their children for what 
they are. However, having failed as doting parents, they 

He's not my, 
son! My son 
wouldn't want 

‘Temporarily relieved, Fred and Ginger resume their normal 
lives, hoping for the day when their children’s rebellious 
phase will pass. Buc one day, that hope is shattered . , « 

Father, And I've decided to fi Doctor!? Physicist? 
lve become a physicist! [J] To think that | 

decided But you won't have [J should, like, live 
to become to support us! We've [||| to hear that kind 
‘a doctor! === both won full aca- |] of gas in my own | 

X | demic scholarships! 84 pad! Go wash out 
BS once ef your mouths! 

can I get in touch with you? 
scot Vm ticklish! 

‘Man, who would have 
thought that a swing: 

ing chick like you 
and a cool cat like 

me could have produced 
two drags like them! 

I'm not surprised at 
their reaction. However, 

in a few years, they'll 
forgive our rebellion 
against their narrow 
attitudes and even 
accept your being a 

physicist and my being 
a great specialist! 

will achieve astonishing success as doting grandparents. 
Because, just as their own children rebelled against them, 
their grandchildren will rebel against chei own parents. 

TES 
‘Man, we goofed with Kingston Jacl Vm hip, 3 

Grandaddy-o1 | Be and Tuesday! But, like, we = >eeg teak 
B cot real swinging grandcats! fy Quay 

7 > a flay 

=) BE 
ee 2 | 
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My son 

was an addict 

for MAD... 
in fact, 

it’s responsible 

for getting 

him into 

Princeton. 

was such a huge fan of MAD and “Spy vs. Spy” that I think it's 
responsible for me becoming an actor...and for my sex life, and for 
my son being admitted to Princeton. 

Lalways went to the “Spy vs. Spy” pages first when I opened the magazine. 
I was enchanted by it. Then, when I was 11 or 12, the first James Bond 
movie, Dr: No, came out. 1 was intrigued, as was everyone at the time, by 
the phenomenon of spy movies and spy culture. I wanted to do what “Spy 
ys. Spy” and Sean Connery did. Coincidentally 
had a son with the first Bond girl ever: Ursula Andress. And she told me an 
interesting story of her participation in that movie. She w: 

it just so happened that I 

s under contract 

with the studio, but didn’t spea 

and was sick 

any English and hadn't m 
and tired of the movie business, She wanted to get out of her 

contract so she went to the head of the studio, saying,"Let me go, please. 

ade any movies 

And the guy said,“Look, your contract isn’t up.We're making a completely 
unknown spy movie with a completely unknown actor. t's. a low budget 
movie. We're going to make the movie and it’s going to die at the box office. 
Then you'll have fulfilled your contract and can go on and live your life” So 
she did the picture and it started a whole genre. I don’t know when “Spy vs. 
Spy” started, but Laly 
for it or vice versa 

ys felt that Bond film might have been the inspiration 

Fast forward to when Ursula and I had our son, Dimitri. 1 shared MAD with 

him and he became a fan of the magazine, too. He’s now 32, but he would 

have been about si ven when he read the October 1987 issue when I was on 
the cover for the MAD spoof of L.A. Laut After that, Dimitri became a comic 
book collector and so he had MAD Magazines all over the plac 
addict for MAD, the way he was for all comics, but MAD was front and center. 
In fact, it’s responsible for him getting into Princeton. Beca 

. He was an 

use of his constant 
addiction, MAD educated him. It fed the evolution of his brain. He w 

outside-of-the- kid and MAD taught him to be an outside-of-the-box 

thinker. He's definitely an icono‘ liked about him 

at Princeton. 

san 
> 

t and that’s what they 



No, 274 
October 1987 
Our Price: 

$1.35 
Cheap! 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER ‘MAD 4£274/OCTOBER 1987 

When that ZA. Law issue of MAD came out, | loved it.I loved it so much that I decided to take a photo of the whole cast in the same 
pose as the MAD cover, and send it in to the MAD editors as a joke. clearly remember that I had to get clearance to do it. Everything 
requires clearance when you're doing those kinds of shows, so I had to go all the way to the top of the studio’to get clearance to use 
the set and take the time required to set up the shot. Then I had to get all the different people in the cast there at the same time, plus 
our producer, Steven Boch€o, to pose as Alfred E. Neuman holding a giant gavel. Then we finally took the photo after about 40 minutes 
to get the lighting right and get everyone posed in the right position. I was inspired to do it for some reason! I don’t recall exactly why 
but those were my salad days. 
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ANGST FOR NOTHING DEPT, 
There's a hot ensemble-cast show that just won a slew of Emmys! It's the kind of show that most 
viewers seem to either love or hate, or love to hate! It's dark, it's moody, it's depressing, it's.. 

Ellyup, we're five minutes T|_Thathelpsalittle.. — _ Itsnotas 
|| a 2 into this episode and! LES 7 much despair] 

* haven't felt the slightest ‘Also, you're impotent] | as!'dlike, 
twinge of anxiety or despair! ‘your Rolex is fake but it will 

and your daughter get me 
How's this? We've just considers you a through 

lost our two best accounts the failure at 
and are near bankruptcy! Logo-building! 

y 

wy 

Why do we Does that | [” Let me putit 
endure such It's the network meanwe're | | to you this 
pain on this discoveringthere |_| doomed way! Next 
show? I it aremillionsof || _tosuffer season they 

God venting | | masochistic viewers || forever? are laying 
his wrath? | | who get off on misery! ina sob track! 

1 3 
Sotell me. Who's that couple ‘And what's What's with the bearded L—— What happened? Did Whoarethe three LJ” ang 
What's this did that with The Waltons! on the left? ? ‘and the blonde? they both suddenly on the right? 
show about? ks tee _ INL 4 discover there was — - — 

No, no! The people in That's Migraine Schlepman That they That's Ellyup and his someone they loved That's Ailin and Hairy and that? 
It's about people this show are Yuppies with his wife, Cope, and wife, Naffy! They used more than Meshugga—the supporting 
suffering through of the 80's! They're their daughter, Gamy! ji tobe very close, but each other? cast! They're all single! To the great depres depressed because they They both share the same in their now they'retaiking |____ -————_| Being around the two couples stay 
sion of the 30's! are IN their 30's! hopeless, wishful dream! 20's! about getting divorced! reo Yeah, themselves! rm. has given them a purpose! mr single! 

ARTIST: MORTDRUCKER WRITER: FRANK JACOBS) 

if HORAN) RNY HAMMAN YH MURS) \ 23. 

by Nick Meglin hoosing to parody the popular thirtysomething TV show was as much an had wonderful facial qualities that were sure to inspire this great caricaturist. Two of 
FnITOR aesthetic choice as it was a personal highlight for me as a MAD editor. the show's top writers, Joe Dougherty and Ann Hamilton, were big-time MAD fans and 

# Like all new TV shows that garnered a strong following early on, we initially called me soon after the issue was published, requesting prints of the original art to 
watched it for its satire potential. But unlike most network offerings, this one was present to the show’s producers. The art department sent them off and a “thank you” 
brilliantly written and got many of us hooked, including MAD writer Frank Jacobs. call from Joe and Ann included a personal invitation for me to visit the thirtysomething 

Frank submitted a strong premise and was assigned the script. The choice of Mort set the next time | traveled to L.A. for creative meetings with MAD talents who 
Drucker to illustrate it was a no-brainer — each talented member of the show's cast 
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lived in that area. As it turned out, many of the show’s stars were also MAD fans and 
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Misery ][ _ You gotta re- ‘Actually PBS con», === No— [cope] Thats 7 What 7 
on member that ABC Well, at sidered doing this they often worry why were Hel 

prime || was desperate! leest our series, but decided wanted that Gamy || 1worry!| | they? |] Hey 
time! They were series has instead to air a 38: some isn't really Hes 

1 wiling to try more appeal | | partdocumentary on ourchitd! |} shesaic | [wnat |} 
can't || anything after than those the hopelessness of | her first |] good || P2PY 

believe “Dolly” and dull shows Midwestern farmers! She's a happy, J words LJ 
itl | | “Slap Maxwell”? normal baby! [)_todey! 

I wonder who she's Whata turn-on 
fantasizing about. this is— being 

have to! With- 
out the half-dozen 
fantasy scenes Probab carried off by Sir : 
in each show, we dashing incredibly Lancelot, the the Round Table! I'm | | onthis 

couldn't fil exciting stud! sexiest knight of hhere to show you the joys | | show are 
the Round Table! of medieval flossing! | downers! 

) \ 

ty 

up the hour! | 

Viet 

Now that T's only good for ME it it's Well, as Maybe it was Ann 
we're Only |] it's good for YOU! And fit makes you like | Plato said, Landers! Or Lionel 
through itit ‘even then | feel guilty feel any better, feared! “One leaf Ritchie! Or Wile E. 

making love, |] was wondering if MY feeling MY feeling good You only does not make Coyote! It really makes 
tell me... good |] good is more fulfiling | was much better think an artichoke"! no difference as long than YOUR feeling good! | f} than YOUR about as we have at least one 

— —————* _feelinggood! | | yourself! Plato irrelevant cultural 
sald that? reference every show! 

production stopped dead when | arrived. Timothy Busfield (“Elliot”) shouted, “The 
MAD guy is here!” and raced his co-star pal Ken Olin ("Michael") to where | had been 
set up to watch the proceedings. An impressive gathering of cast and crew members 
asked questions and recalled favorite articles. It made my day. 
A close friendship developed between Joe, Ann and myself (still as strong as ever) 

which led to them writing me into an episode ("The Haunting of DAA"). My spot 
appearances throughout the segment add up to barely a minute. The plot called for 



i 

SSN 

ii! | f 

He makes me feel 
unattractive! 
Onascale of 
1to 10, he 

He 
rates 

Margaret 
cl 

They've had great luck 
rates me a9! with other couples! 

Mike Tyson and Disasters for 
Robin Givens, them! Great luck 
and Sylvester for this series! 
Stallone and |-~| Without you and 

Brigitte Nielsen! me split up, each 

‘Through communication! 
Every night after 

dinner we talk about 
our frustrations, 
our resentments, 
our anxieties, 

episode would 
Those relationships f=} be a dramatic 
were disasters! 

Isn't there What about larger 
any small issues, such as toxic 
talk? waste and world hunger 

For us, nuclear destruction? 
and the threat of 

that is 
ll talk! 

APy Ty EUP Ty be DK tl 

You ARE a failure, but 
look at the up side! 
You fail in ways other 
people only dream of 

ig in! In fact, 
you're the most complete 
failure a man could be! 

I'm St. Peter and this 
\s your death fantasy! 
‘As we speak, God and 
Satan are bargaining | 

for your soul! 

Not exactly! i I've always re- They're both sented you, Cope! 
As kids, you always 
had better grad. 
neater boyfrient 

flashier zit 
GN mB 

if ee Ci 

You always 

But now YOU'RE free and 
single and I'M up half 

the night with Gamy and 
have to live with a 

stressed-out husband and 

outshone me! 

me being fired from my position as an agency art director named Nick.” However, | had 
a second shot in a later episode when Michael and Elliot talk about re-hiring some of the 
people that they had been forced to let go. “How about Nick?" Elliot said, and after a 
short pause both shook their heads in a way that clearly stated, “Nah, not that loser!“ 
My response to their gag put-down was to have Mort add “Nick” to his tableau of 

the original cast. It was well received and hung in the show's conference room until the 
series ended, 



aes 
You make me All this pain It's got to end! That's right! Fifty 

Most likely you're sound tke and grief! After all, we won't years from now, all 
manic-depressive as aschmuck! will it stay in our thirties ur troubles will 

seem like nothing! 

My love life is 
the pits! My career 
is going nowhere 
and I'm filed with well as schizophrenic! | warend?. |) forever and ever! 
resentment! Why. Not to mention being ‘Oh yeah, 
am | so miserable? totally stressed out! 

Here we are | | Dadgummit, Some prophet | | By cracky, you're 
failure It you are, right! But with all in our big Cope! 

Golden Age My atshuffie- r Migraine! || our old-age misery, 
Fantasy! arthritis board, a . We've got as || we could create a 
We've all is failure at ; many anxieties | | new break-through 
survived really checkers at || andworries as | | TV series! And|'ve 
into our killing and a failure we had in got just the title— 

eighties! me! at Bingo! ! ourthirtiest_| | “eightysuffering"! 



MAD 

Magazine 

made me 

the man 
I am today 

(in other words, 

it’s their fault) 

hen I was a kid, I wanted to befunny. MAD Magazine was 
my training manual. It was a portable classtoom that came 
into my possession eight times a year: Its arrival on the 

newsstand was celebrated like the reappearance of a missing loved one. 
Every page was devoured and taken to heart like a religious scripture. I 
remember the smell of the printed pages as I turned each one for the first 
time. I remember the delicate care I took folding the back page to reveal 
the hidden joke, which was sometimes funny and sometimes scarily political, 
which then taught me that comedy could be used not solely to make 
people laugh. 

My parents and I always thought MAD was a kids’ magazine, but the humor 
wasn’t for kids. MAD spoke to me like an adult. MAD made jokes I couldn't 
believe they made. More often than I care to admit, MAD made jokes I 
didn’t get, jokes I then had to consult with my friends on — sometimes 
embarrassingly so — to understand. MAD took me out of the kid-jokes world 
of riddles and puns and showed me how grown-ups — truly funny grown- 
ups — made other people laugh. 

Don Martin, Dave Berg, Sergio Aragonés, Mort Drucker, Al Jaffee. These guys 
were my Beatles. To me, they didn’t walk on this Earth. They had to exist in 
some other universe and send their work down to us from on high. They 
lived in a place where adults weren't so serious, where they weren't so hung 
up on protocol and respect and reverence for the way things are. But they 
also weren't the 1960s hippies and the radicals on my TV who were scarily 
telling me that my friends and I should rebel against my parents and the 
world around us. The MAD guys were fighting the system and tearing down 
idols and making fun of it all from inside its walls, all while making me laugh 
the entire time. 

MAD Magazine made me who I am today: middle-aged, paunchy and 
occasionally sober man. It also showed me what funny is and gave me the 
inspiration to create my own comedy. I try every day to live up to their 
standards. strive to make them proud and I pray with all my heart they will 
make fun of my work, 

For me, it's not “What Would Jesus Do?” It’s “What Would MAD Do?" And right 

now, I think they'd just tell me to shut up and stop embarrassing them. 

And so I will. Thanks again, MAD. 
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